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ABSTRACT
CONTROL STRATEGY OF MULTIROTOR PLATFORM UNDER NOMINAL AND
FAULT CONDITIONS USING A DUAL-LOOP CONTROL SCHEME USED FOR
EARTH-BASED SPACECRAFT CONTROL TESTING
by
Sital Khatiwada
University of New Hampshire, May, 2019
Over the last decade, autonomous Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have seen in-
creased usage in industrial, defense, research, and academic applications. Specific attention
is given to multirotor platforms due to their high maneuverability, utility, and accessibil-
ity. As such, multirotors are often utilized in a variety of operating conditions such as
populated areas, hazardous environments, inclement weather, etc. In this study, the effec-
tiveness of multirotor platforms, specifically quadrotors, to behave as Earth-based satellite
test platforms is discussed. Additionally, due to concerns over system operations under such
circumstances, it becomes critical that multirotors are capable of operation despite experi-
encing undesired conditions and collisions which make the platform susceptible to on-board
hardware faults. Without countermeasures to account for such faults, specifically actuator
faults, a multirotors will experience catastrophic failure.
In this thesis, a control strategy for a quadrotor under nominal and fault conditions is
proposed. The process of defining the quadrotor dynamic model is discussed in detail. A
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dual-loop SMC/PID control scheme is proposed to control the attitude and position states
of the nominal system. Actuator faults on-board the quadrotor are interpreted as motor
performance losses, specifically loss in rotor speeds. To control a faulty system, an additive
control scheme is implemented in conjunction with the nominal scheme.
The quadrotor platform is developed via analysis of the various subcomponents. In addi-
tion, various physical parameters of the quadrotor are determined experimentally. Simulated
and experimental testing showed promising results, and provide encouragement for further




1.1 Quadrotors as Earth-based Satellite Test Platforms
With regards to the University of New Hampshire Advanced Controls Lab (ACL), use of
quadrotor platforms to test satellite control algorithms have been considered in the past.
Previous iterations of research into development of Earth-based satellite test platform have
utilized a frictionless environment, specifically UNH TableSat. The purpose of TableSat was
to supplement NASA’s Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission, specifically to test and
analyze effects of the instrumentation booms on the satellite dynamics [1] [12]. While Ta-
bleSat was successful in studying the boom dynamics of the MMS platforms, the constraints
placed on the degrees of freedom, which included spin and limited nutation, along with a
specific application prohibits its use as a general satellite test platform. Comparable results
are found in similar platforms as well, as they cannot test 6-DOF systems [13] [14]. Thus,
the validity of a quadrotor platform is considered as an Earth-based satellite test bed.
In addition, the application of a formation of quadrotors to test satellite constellation
algorithms is considered. Past external research shows limited work in terms of utilizing
quadrotor platforms as spacecraft research test beds. Prior work performed by the author
has studied the feasibility of a quadrotor to mimic satellite systems through the use of an
in-house manufactured quadrotor and stereo vision motion tracking system [15].
Current research at the ACL seeks to develop quadrotors as low-cost economical alterna-
tive that can be used as Earth-based satellite test platforms for dynamics and control studies.
This prospect presents several challenges, primarily with dynamics matching and the lack
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Figure 1.1: UNH TableSat 1C Experimental Test Bed [1]
of omni-directional control, due to the highly coupled nature of the quadrotor platform’s
states. A potential solution is to increase the number of actuators on-board the quadrotor,
allowing for independent state control, improved maneuverability, and added redundancies
in case of actuator faults. The long-term objective of the ACL is to eventually develop an
array of omnicopters, which are closest in likeness to satellite dynamics [11]. However, the
use of quadcopters as a current, viable Earth-based test platform is the focus of this research.
1.2 Quadrotor Control and Fault-Tolerance
Over the last decade, autonomous UAVs have seen increased usage in industrial, defense,
research, and academic applications. Specific attention is given to quadrotor platforms due to
their high maneuverability, utility, and accessibility. As such, quadrotors are often utilized in
a variety of operating conditions such as populated areas, hazardous environments, inclement
weather, etc. Due to concerns over system operations under such circumstances, it becomes
critical that quadrotors are capable of operation despite experiencing undesired conditions
and collisions which make the platform susceptible to on-board hardware faults. Without
countermeasures to account for such faults, specifically actuator faults, a quadrotor will
experience catastrophic failure. Depending on the area of operation, such as rural or urban
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settings, a failure can lead to damage or loss of the platform to injuries being inflicted on
any persons in the area. Therefore, to prevent such incidents, a reliable control scheme is
necessary.
Previous studies into quadrotor nominal and fault-tolerant control has included a myriad
of techniques. Linear control methods work well under nominal conditions, however ensur-
ing fault tolerance usually require a specific fault configuration or additional redundancies to
properly compensate for large scale faults, such as coaxial propeller systems [16] [17]. Non-
linear control methods are more common and can provide added robustness to the system
under nominal and fault conditions. Control strategies such as Sliding Mode Control (SMC),
Backstepping, H∞ Control, or Model Predictive Adaptive Control (MPAC) are attractive
prospects for control techniques [18] [19] [20] [21] [22]. Such methods are used in conjunction
with fault detection methods using sensor arrays and observers. Observers are used to iden-
tify and reconstruct faults, such that the appropriate control can be applied to stabilize the
system [18] [23] [24]. Control reconfiguration techniques can also be used, which restructures
the control loop based on the diagnosed fault [25]. Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) signals
can be studied to determine fault conditions of motors [24].
The type and magnitude of fault is critical towards leading the system towards stabiliza-
tion. Motor performance losses that do not cause complete loss of motor effectiveness can
be compensated for with increased control effort [18]. However, a complete loss of motor
performance (motor stops spinning, propeller is ineffective/lost) results in a large shift in the
center of lift (COL). Such a failure would misalign the center of mass (COM) and the COL,
resulting in loss of control of the yaw-axis. Control techniques that compensate for the shift
in COL include reconfiguration of the thrust vectors using gimbaled rotors, or shifting the
COM such that it aligns with the COL [26] [27]. Other techniques utilize spin stabilization
to control a quadrotor system when encountering total motor or propeller loss [28].
3
1.2.1 Control Gain Tuning
For nonlinear control methods, techniques such as Lyapunov Stability can be used to deter-
mine stable control gain ranges. However, methods that enable proper tuning of controller
gains are critical to ensure desired performance from any system. Various approaches have
been studied for controller tuning application, specifically mathematical optimization tech-
niques that iteratively calculate optimal sets of gains. Genetic algorithms (GA) are frequently
deployed in controller design and tuning problems, and often see use in adaptive and self-
tuning control systems [29] [30]. Ecological Systems Algorithm (ESA) is another alternative
optimization method that has shown success in tuning controller gains for SMC [18] [31].
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was originally proposed in 1995 as a method for
nonlinear function optimization [32]. Since then, PSO has been used and studied in various
applications, such as system design, optimization, decision making, signal processing, biolog-
ical modeling, and robotic applications, among others [33] [34]. The efficacy of PSO has also
been utilized in space-based applications, specifically extraterrestrial resource prospecting to
find desired resources [35].
1.3 Introduction to Quadrotor Platforms
Figure 1.2: Rotor configurations for pitch/roll (left), yaw (center), heave/hover (right) [2]
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A quadrotor Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) platform is a Vertical Take Off and
Landing (VTOL), under-actuated multirotor platform which utilizes four rotors to control six
degrees of freedom (DOF). The rotors onboard the quadrotor are arranged such that adjacent
rotors spin in the opposite direction; For example, a clockwise (CW) rotor is neighbored
adjacently by two counterclockwise (CCW) rotors. The flight dynamics of the qudrotor
consists of altering the speed of each rotor to change the thrust and torque produced by each
rotor about its center of rotation. By combining the total thrust and torque applied by the
rotor array, the attitude and position states of the quadrotor can be adjusted. An example
is shown in Figure 1.2 of how various rotor configurations affects the states of the quadrotor
during flight.
1.4 Quadcopter Classification
There are three subsets of UAVs: fixed wing, rotary wing, and flapping wing, where quadro-
tors are classified under the subset of rotary wing crafts. UAVs are also classified under
motorized aircrafts, under the category ”Heavier Than Air”. [36] [37] A full classification
table is shown in Figure 1.3.
1.5 Brief History of Quadcopters
Earliest attempted designs of a multirotor platform are traced back to Pre-World War II era.
The first recorded multirotor system was a human-operated experimental quadrotor built
by French aircraft designer Louis Charles Breguet, which is reported to have flown a few
times. Another French engineer, Etienne Edmond Oehmichen, developed his own manned
rotorcraft in 1920, which utilized multiple rotor systems to control attitude and forward
thrust. The work done by Oehmichen is credited with leading to the development of tail
rotors, a critical component in modern-day helicopters. In 1922, Dr. George de Bothezat
and Ivan Jerome developed the de Bothezat Helicopter, a six rotor manned aircraft. The
aircraft utilized variable pitch propellers and incorporated collective pitch control. Despite
5
Figure 1.3: UAV Classification Scheme
their sophistication for their given era, the aforementioned rotorcrafts faced a multitude of
operational and stability issues. Thus, they could not be effectively or practically utilized.
After World War II, some work was done by the US Army to develop manned rotorcrafts.
Some specific examples are the Piasecki V Z− 8 Airgeep, Chrysler V Z− 6, and Curtiss−
Wright V Z − 7. Despite preforming well during field testing, the rotorcrafts were not
integrated into service, as they did not meet US Army standards.
In the 21st century, due to the advancement in microelectromechanical systems (MEMS),
micro-controllers, and materials advancement led to a resurgence in multirotor research,
specifically that of autonomous small-scale and micro quadrotors. Low-cost, off-the-shelf
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Figure 1.4: Early Multirotor Systems (counterclockwise from top left): Louis Charles
Breguet’s aircraft, Oehmichen No.2, de Bothezat helicopter, Curtiss-Wright VZ-7
MEMS and microcontrollers in the present day allows for commercial quadrotors to be built
within a budget, which has enlarged the pool of individuals developing quadrotor platforms
compared to the pool in the 20th century.
Figure 1.5: Modern UAVs
1.6 Multirotor Hardware
A multirotor requires a set of minimal components to achieve flight with additional sensors
and peripherals to supplement requirements of the platform. The core components of a
multirotor can be subdivided as follows:
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• Frame/Chassis: A frame serves as the housing for all required components on board
a multirotor. Factors that are taken into account while designing/selecting materials
for a frame are size, weight, strength, and general compatibility with the components
the frame will house. The cost of a frame varies based on the aforementioned factors.
Most modern commercial multirotor frames are built using polymers or carbon fiber
materials. Recent trends have seen frames with power distribution boards integrated
into the chassis (e.g. DJI F450 [38]).
• Rotor system: Multirotor systems require a rotor mechanism to enable flight. The rotor
system is typically comprised of three subcomponents: motors, propellers, and speed
controllers. Modern day multirotor platforms utilize Brushless DC motors (BLDCs),
which require an Electronic Speed Controller (ESC). ESCs are critical components
which ensure proper motor spin rates, which allow for flight. Propellers vary based
on the number of blades, blade pitch, and propeller size, and are chosen based on
the weight of the platform and compatibility with the BLDC. Incorrect choices in
propellers will prevent vehicle flight or may cause suboptimal performance even if
flight is achieved.
• Flight Control System (FCS): The flight control system is responsible for maintaining
stability and ensuring correct operation of all multirotor subsystems. Flight control
units are typically single-board microcontrollers that regulate the rotor speeds based
on sensor feedback. Recently, flight controllers with integrated sensors and ESCs in
a single board have been developed to supplement the increasing demands of micro
UAVs.
• Sensors: The Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is the core sensor to any multirotor
platform. A typical 9-DOF IMU is comprised of a 3-D accelerometer, 3-D gyroscope,
and 3-D magnetometer. An IMU allows for the measurement of specific forces (via
acceleration measurements), angular velocity, and heading based on the body frame
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of reference. Attitude data obtained through the IMU is used in a feedback loop
into the FCS to stabalize the quadrotor platform. Position sensors, typically Global
Positioning System (GPS) or navigational systems are used to determine quadrotor
platform location. However, position sensors are not a necessity for the operation of a
quadrotor. Other peripherals could include pressure sensors (barometers), motor speed
senors, tilt sensors, etc.
• Power Unit: Typical power supply units for a quadrotor is comprised of nickel or
lithium-based rechargeable batteries, with lithium-based batteries rising to prominence
due to their high energy density and discharge rate. The most commonly used batteries
are lithium-polymer (LiPo) batteries, with other variants including lithium ion (Li-
ion) and lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4). Modern advancements have also yielded
graphene batteries, which provide longer lifespan, quicker charge time, and higher
capacity, all with less weight than that of the aforementioned batteries.
1.7 Objective
Quadrotors can be used as a versatile robotics platform to test a variety of control algo-
rithms due to their high utility and maneuverability. However, due to a quadrotor’s inherent
instability, a robust control scheme is necessary for effective operation during nominal and
undesired conditions. This thesis proposes a control strategy for a quadrotor under nominal
and fault conditions. The dynamic model is defined through a Newton-Euler formulation and
supporting experimental parameter identification. A dual-loop SMC/PID control scheme is
used for full 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) control of the nominal system. In this study, actu-
ator faults on board the quadrotor are interpreted as motor performance losses, specifically
loss in rotor speeds. To control a faulty system, an additive control scheme is implemented in
conjunction with the nominal scheme. The control gains for both nominal and faulty cases
are tuned through Particle Swarm Optimization. The goal is to develop a modular and
economical experimental platform that is capable of serving as a testbed for various robotics
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and control based algorithms. The platform developed in this study is used to investigate
the efficacy of quadrotors as Earth-based test platforms for satellite dynamics and control.
1.8 Thesis Overview and Structure
The outline of the thesis is as follows:
• Chapter 2, Dynamic Model of Quadrotor - Overview of the basics of quadrotor kine-
matics and dynamics, experimental validation of parameters, and state space model of
the quadrotor.
• Chapter 3, Quadrotor Control Scheme - Design process of the SMC and PID controllers,
in addition to defining the PSO tuning algorithm.
• Chapter 4, PSO Tuning Process and Results - A walkthrough of the control scheme
gain tuning process with simulation results.
• Chapter 5, Experimental Design of Quadrotor Platform - Design process of the quadro-
tor experimental platform is discussed.
• Chapter 6, Experimental Results - Obtained results from testing the quadrotor plat-
form under a variety of conditions.
• Chapter 7, Proof of Concept Application: Hohmann Transfer - Explores the feasibility
of using quadrotors and other multirotors as Earth-based satellite test platforms.
• Chapter 8, Future Study: Nonlinear State Observer Design for Sensor Fault - An initial
probe into using observer-based techniques for managing sensor faults.
• Chapter 9, Conclusion - A brief summary of research findings and future work.
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CHAPTER 2
DYNAMIC MODEL OF A QUADROTOR
Figure 2.1: Quadrotor Model
An overall schematic of the quadrotor is shown in Figure 2.1 which introduces the body
and (i.e, Earth) reference frames utilized to derive the translational and rotational dynamics
and kinematics of the quadrotor, based on a Newton-Euler formulation. The body coordinate
frame is defined with the x− y− z orthogonal triad. The Earth coordinate frame is defined
as the North-East-Down (N − E − D) orthogonal triad each representing north, east, and
down, respectively. The red propeller with the rotor speed velocity Ω1 indicates the surge of
the quadrotor platform, while motor with output Ω2 indicates the sway.
Prior to beginning the modeling process, some assumptions are made to ensure an intu-
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itive mathematical model. The assumptions are as follows:
1. The quadrotor frame and affiliated on-board components are rigid.
2. The quadrotor structure is symmetrical.
3. The center of mass of the quadrotor is located at the origin of the body coordinate
axes which lie along the principle axes of inertia.
4. System inputs (generated thrust and drag) are proportional to the square of propeller
velocity.
5. The experimental platform is flying in a closed, laboratory setting.
6. The test bed has slight ground clearance through landing struts, thus ground effects
are considered negligible.
2.1 Coordinate System, Reference Frames, and Rotation Matrices
To define the orientation of the quadrotor body frame with respect to the Earth frame,
Euler’s angles are used. The distance between the body and Earth frame origin is defined
by r = [x y z]. It is assumed that the body and Earth frames coincide and that the order
of rotations follow a 1-2-3 rotation sequence. That is, rotations are about φ (pitch), then θ
(roll), and finally ψ (yaw), a rotation matrix R is derived.
R =

cosθ cosψ sinφ sinθ cosψ cosφ sinθ cosψ + sinφ sinψ
cosθ sinψ sinφ sinθ sinψ + cosθ cosψ cosφ sinθ sinψ − sinφ cosψ
−sinθ sinφ cosθ cosφ cosθ
 (2.1)
In practice, it becomes necessary to obtain a relationship between the Euler angle rates
η̇ = [φ̇ θ̇ ψ̇] and angular velocity of the body (i.e, body rates) ω = [p q r], shown in Equation
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The expression presented in Equation (2.3) can also be written as:
ω = Rrη̇ (2.4)
The Rr matrix can be reduced to an identity matrix with the assumption that the quadro-
tor predominately operates at hover, or at negligible pitch and roll, therefore small angle
assumption can be made. Thus, the body rates ω are equivalent to the Euler angle rates η̇.
2.2 System Inputs
On-board brushless DC motors with attached propellers are used to actuate the quadrotor

















where ρ is the surrounding air density, A is the propeller blade area, CT is the thrust
coefficient, CD is the drag coefficient, rb is the propeller radius, and Ωi is the angular velocity
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of motor i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) can be simplified to reflect the assumption that generated







where Kf and Km are the aerodynamic force and moment constants, respectively. These
constants are obtained experimentally and are discussed below.
To change attitude states, a torque is applied about the body coordinate axis. This torque
alters the position state and/or the heading of the quadrotor simultaneously, depending on
the nature of change desired from the attitude states. Thus, it is important to note that no
direct inputs control the x and y positions of the quadrotor. To adjust the altitude state,
the total generated thrust by each actuator is summed to determine the overall heave force,
which counters the natural gravitational forces acting on the quadrotor platform.
The total moment acting about each axis of the body coordinate in relation to the rotor
velocities is represented as:
Mx = Kf l(Ω
2
3 − Ω21)





1 − Ω22 + Ω23 − Ω24) (2.9)
and are categorized as Mb, which represents the overall moments acting on the quadrotor
body frame. The length of the quadrotor arm is represented as l while U2, U3, and U4













The applied non-gravitational forces acting on the quadrotor body frame (neglecting
gravitational forces) are defined as:
Fx = 0
Fy = 0









and are categorized under Fb, which represent the overall non-gravitational forces acting on












where U1 represents the heave force generated by the quadrotor.
The system inputs of the quadrotor are the generated thrust and moments produced by
the rotors on the body-coordinate axes. These inputs are the moments acting about the
x, y, and z axes, along with the non-gravitational force acting on the z axis. Therefore,
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where Kf and Km are the aerodynamic force and moment constants respectively.










u = KAΩ (2.15)
where KA is the aerodynamics matrix and Ω is the squared rotor speed vector.
2.3 Experimental Determination of Aerodynamic Force and Moment Constants
Given the relationship expressed in Equation (2.15), Kf and Km are calculated to generate
accurate system inputs from measured rotor speeds. To accurately determine the aerody-
namic constants, an experimental setup utilizing a load cell and optical tachometer is used to
measure generated forces and rotor speeds, respectively. Given the lightweight nature of the
quadrotor chassis, the required thrust to overcome gravitational and drag forces, along with
rotational forces, are expected to range between 10N -20N (2.25lbf -4.50lbf). These values
are determined based on the range of mass observed across various in-house built quadrotor
platforms. A 25lbf load cell is chosen as the force sensor. A radio transmitter/receiver sys-
tem is used to send throttle signals to the rotor systems. Throttle is increased incrementally
and the rotor speed and force measurements are logged. Components of Equation (2.13),
specifically U1 and U4, are used to determine Kf and Km based on sensor data.
The load cell is calibrated using known masses prior to measurement such that the sensor
sensitivity can be determined. The data points used to determine load cell sensitivity are






, respectively. Averaging the sensitivities term yields the overall sensitivity
value of 11.049 N
V
. The calibration curves for Kf and Km are shown in Figure 2.2 and 2.3,
respectively.
Testing for Kf requires the quadrotor to generate direct vertical thrust while allowing
for both the load cell and tachometer to measure their respective data. Reflective tape is
adhered to each propeller such that the optical tachometer can measure rotor speed. The
load cell is mounted onto a fixture which allows for the quadrotor platform to rotate about
the vertical axis while allowing for force data to be measured. Figure 2.4 and 2.5 show
placement of the reflective tape and load cell within the experimental setup. Figure 2.6
shows the complete setup for Kf determination. The test platform for Km is such that the
quadrotor is allowed to freely rotate about the z-axis while enabling measurement of the
generated torque. Thus, the load cell is removed from the mount and placed perpendicular
to the quadrotor arm. Figure 2.7 shows the altered setup used to determine Km.
The motor under test is a Turnigy MultiStar 980Kv 14 Pole brushless DC motor. Mea-
sured voltage from the load cell are converted to force values based on the calibration curve
in Figure 2.2. The data acquired from the Kf experimental setup in Figure 2.6 is shown in
in Table A.2 of Appendix A. Based on the U1 component of Equation (2.13), Kf is deter-
mined to be 6.3338×10-5 N -s2. The system input/rotor speed curve used to determine Kf is
shown in Figure 2.8. Similarly, Kf is determined based on the data acquired from the setup
shown in Figure 2.7. For the experimental setup, rotors 1 and 3 were unplugged, such that a
maximum sum of rotor speed could be generated. The system input/rotor speed curve used
to determine Km is shown in Figure 2.9. Utilizing the U4 component of Equation (2.13), Km
is determined to be 2.8345×10-7 N -m-s2.
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Figure 2.2: Load Cell Calibration Curve for Kf Identification
Figure 2.3: Load Cell Calibration Curve for Km Identification
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Figure 2.4: Reflective tape applied to quadrotor propeller
Figure 2.5: Quadrotor mounted onto the rotating fixture with the load cell
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Figure 2.6: Kf test experimental setup
Figure 2.7: Km test experimental setup
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Figure 2.8: Rotor Speed/System Input relationship for Kf determination
Figure 2.9: Rotor Speed/System Input relationship for Km determination
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2.4 Rotational Dynamics of Quadrotor
The rotational dynamics is given as:
Mb = Jω̇ + ω × Jω +Mg (2.16)
where J and Mg are the quadrotor diagonal inertia matrix and gyroscopic moments generated
by the actuators, respectively.
The inertia matrix comprises of the moments of inertia about the principle axis on the
body frame of the quadrotor. Ixx, Iyy, and Izz are the principal moments of inertia about







The gyroscopic moments are defined as,






where Jr and Ωr are the rotor inertia and relative rotor velocities, respectively. Relative
rotor velocity is defined as:
Ωr = −Ω1 + Ω2 − Ω3 + Ω4 (2.19)












































































2.5 Translational Dynamics of Quadrotor
The translational dynamics of the quadrotor can be expressed as,
mr̈ = RFb +mg (2.24)
where m is the mass of the quadrotor system and g is the gravitational acceleration.
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and equating against the linear accelerations, the translational dynamics are given as:
ẍ = −U1
m
(sinφ sinψ + cosφ cosψ sinθ) (2.26)
ÿ = −U1
m
(cosφ sinθ sinψ − cosψ sinφ) (2.27)
z̈ = −U1
m
cosφ cosθ + g (2.28)
2.6 Unmodeled Dynamics of the Quadrotor System
As the quadrotor platform is designed to fly in a closed, laboratory setting and have ground
clearance, external disturbances and ground effects are neglected in the modeling process.
Additional physical parameters that influence the dynamics of the quadrotor are turbulence,
vibrations, and air drag. Due to mathematical complexities, limited sensing techniques, and
operating conditions, turbulence from rotor movement/air flow through frame, and vibration
effects are neglected. Therefore, aerodynamic drag becomes the primary contributor of
the unmodeled dynamics for the model in this study, with considerations given to possible
measurement errors made in determination of physical parameters.
Inaccuracies injected into the system through physical parameter imprecision are classi-
fied as structured, or parametric, uncertainties. Such uncertainties in this study result from
errors in calculation of the various inertia terms. Such uncertainties would produce a gain
margin in the control scheme. Accounting for the parametric uncertainties can prove to be a
challenge, as effective measurement of the system to develop reasonable uncertainty bounds
for the parameters is difficult without appropriate equipment. Therefore, to compensate, the
quadrotor model is assembled using Solidworks with added effort to ensure the model is rep-
resentative of the experimental platform. In addition, the gain range for the control scheme
is expanded in order to account for the uncertainties not accounted for in this discussion.
This topic will be discussed in further detail in the upcoming chapter.
Modeling inaccuracies presented through the uncertainty of drag forces can be categorized
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as unstructured uncertainties. The lumped uncertainties/unmodeled dynamics of each degree
of freedom is represented as Γi i ∈ φ, θ, ψ, x, y, z and is considered unknown but bounded.
The upper bound of Γ is represented as Γo, such that |Γi| ≤ Γo. As the primary contribution
to Γ comes from aerodynamic drag, the upper bound of Γ is equivalent to the maximum
drag force Fd experienced by the quadrotor platform.
Usage of the available wind tunnels at the University of New Hampshire in order to ex-
perimentally determine drag parameters were considered. Two wind tunnels were available,
the Student Wind Tunnel and the Flow Physics Facility (FPF). However, due to many lim-
iting factors (including but not limited to scaling issues, quadrotor size, sensor availability,
and site restrictions) made obtaining an experimental aerodynamic profile of the system not
possible. Therefore, a model of the quadrotor platform is constructed through Computer
Aided Design (CAD) software, in which a fluid flow analysis is performed to estimate the
uncertainties of the system. The model used is shown in Figure 2.1.
To perform the fluid flow analysis, SolidWorks Flow Simulation tool is used. The ambient
air settings are modeled at room temperature and at sea level. The maximum drag force





Given that the quadrotor platform is flown in a closed laboratory setting, the quadrotor’s
speed is limited to 10m/s for safety purposes. First, the maximum drag force felt by the
quadrotor during direct ascent is discussed, where the largest surface area As is exposed
to high fluid velocity. Using Equation (2.29) and parameter values listed in Table 2.1,
the SolidWorks Flow Simulation is initialized to determine the drag coefficient CD and the
maximum drag force Fd felt during direct vertical ascent.
The velocity profile during vertical ascent shown in Figure 2.10, through which CD and
Fd are determined. The maximum drag force along the x and y axes are prescribed the same
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Figure 2.10: SolidWorks Flow Simulation Velocity Profile during Vertical Ascent
upper bound as that of the z-axis, since the quadrotor is not capable of moving in lateral
motion without changing attitude. As this exposes a larger surface area to the fluid flow,
the upper bound of Γx and Γy are both set to Γz.
Table 2.2: Calculated CD and Fd Upper Bound for x, y and z through Flow Simulation




CD No Unit 0.271
To determine the maximum moment inducing motion in φ and θ, a distributed load
analysis is performed on the quadrotor frame arm, which can be modeled as a cantilever
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beam, as shown in Figure 2.11. The distributed load is represented as q.
Figure 2.11: Cantilever Beam Representation of Quadrotor Arm
The distributed load q is approximated as the maximum drag force induced during vertical





The maximum moment induced along the quadrotor arm will occur at the fixed point,
while the free end will feel negligible torque. As the rotors are mounted on the free end, they
produce the counter torque required for pitch and roll maneuvers. Therefore, the maximum






where MA is the maximum moment at the fixed cantilevered end.
To determine the maximum moment that can be induced by crosswinds for the yaw
motion, another flow simulation is utilized through SolidWorks Flow Simulation. In this
case, a crosswind flow of 10m/s is induced in the x-axis.
The upper bounds of pitch, roll, and yaw moments are presented in Table 2.3.
Estimations of the lumped uncertainty/unmodeled dynamics of the quadrotor platform
can now be quantified. The upper bound of each component of Γ are shown in Table 2.4.
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Figure 2.12: SolidWorks Flow Simulation Velocity Profile during Crosswind
Table 2.3: Calculated Moment Upper Bound for φ, θ and ψ through Flow Simulation




Table 2.4: Uncertainty Upper bound







2.7 Unified Dynamic Model
The state vector of the quadrotor is defined as X = [φ φ̇ θ θ̇ ψ ψ̇ x ẋ y ẏ z ż]T. Recall
that the system input is defined as u = [U1 U2 U3 U4]
T, and system uncertainties Γ = [0 Γφ
0 Γθ 0 Γψ 0 Γx 0 Γy 0 Γz]
T.
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The overall dynamics of the system, thus, may be represented as:
Ẋ = f(X) +B(X)u(t) + Γ(X,u, t, Fd)
Y = CX (2.32)
where f(x) ∈ R12× 1, and B(x) ∈ R12× 4 are the nonlinear dynamics and input coefficient
matrix, respectively. The output matrix is an identity matrix C ∈ R12× 12, and the system
output vector is Y ∈ R12× 1. Note that Γ ∈ R12× 1is a function of the system states, input,
time, and drag forces. The system parameters are presented in Table 2.5.
















Figure 3.1: Quadrotor Control Scheme
The proposed control scheme for the quadrotor experimental platform is discussed in
this chapter. A dual-loop control system, shown in Figure 3.1, is developed for transla-
tion and rotational motion, with an additive compensation method actively accounting for
any on-board motor performance losses. The control gains are tuned via Particle Swarm
Optimization while the control design is confirmed via numerical simulation software.
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3.1 Nominal Control Method
3.1.1 Inner Loop Attitude Control Scheme
The chosen control method in this research is a Sliding Mode Controller (SMC), a variable
structure nonlinear control method. The SMC control law consists of two components, a
discontinuous and equivalent control term. The discontinuous term ensures that system tra-
jectory are drawn towards the desired state trajectory, while the equivalent term ensures that
the system trajectory remains on the desired state trajectory upon arrival. SMC provides
advantages of providing stability to nonlinear systems, maintaining stability under mod-
eling imprecision, providing robustness to bounded disturbances, and ensuring finite-time
convergence. However, SMC typically generates chattering due to the discontinuous control
term, in addition to generating high frequency control action which can degrade or damage
on-board hardware and excite higher frequency dynamics.
A sliding surface s and system error e are defined, respectively, as:
e = Xd −X (3.1)
s = ce+ ė (3.2)
where Xd is the desired state value, and c ∈ R 3 × 3 is the diagonal equivalent control gain
matrix.
The discontinuous control term is defined such that:
ṡ = −K1(s) (3.3)
where K ∈ R 3 × 1 is the discontinuous control gain vector and 1(s) represents an odd
switching function, such as a signum or saturation function.
Taking the derivative of Equation (3.2), and introducing the state dynamics of the system
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only taking into account known dynamics (i.e., neglecting Γ):
ṡ = cė+ ë
ṡ = c(Ẋd − Ẋ) + Ẍd − Ẍ
ṡ = c(Ẋd − Ẋ) + Ẍd − f ′(X) −B′(X)u(t) (3.4)
where f ′(X) ∈ R3 × 1 is the known nonlinear dynamics of the attitude states only and
B′(X) ∈ R3 × 3 is the attitude input coefficients. Note that both f ′(X) and B′(X) are the
subsets of f(X) and B(X). The components of B′(X) are physical constants, therefore it
is more appropriate to label the input coefficient matrix for the attitude states as B′. The












By Equation (3.3) and (3.4), and solving for the control input, the SMC control laws is
determined as:
un = B
′−1[K1(s) + cė+ Ẍd − f ′(X)] (3.6)
As previously mentioned, a distinct disadvantage of the SMC is the chattering phenom-
ena, which may excite high frequency dynamics. To reduce chattering, 1(s) is chosen to be
a saturation function with a defined boundary layer Φi. Note that si are the components of








, if | si
Φi
| ≤ 1
sgn(si), if | siΦi | > 1
(3.7)
Therefore, the SMC law expressed in Equation (3.6) is augmented to include the satura-
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) + cė+ Ẍd − f ′(X)] (3.8)


































3.1.2 Outer Loop Position Control Scheme
A common Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control scheme is used for position control
for the quadrotor. The individual nominal PID position control laws are:












where Kp, Ki, and Kd are the proportional, integral, and derivative gains, respectively.
Note that Ux and Uy are not direct inputs to the system. Rather, they are virtual inputs
that are used in conjunction with U1 to generate desired pitch and roll values. This occurs
due to the highly coupled nature of the quadrotor states. The desired pitch and roll values
are determined through Equation (3.15) [40] [18]. Note that position states do not influence















3.2 Fault Tolerant Control for Motor Performance Loss
Motor performance losses are the primary concern for on-board faults, specifically with
SMC potentially creating early onset damage to the motors. Such failures will cause subopti-
mal performance and potential total system catastrophic failure. Motor faults are interpreted
as a loss in rotor speeds. Motor effectiveness loss acts effectively as an additive fault injected
as a control input loss. To mitigate the effects of motor-based faults, an additive fault com-
pensation method is developed. The compensating term is added onto the nominal control
efforts to stabilize and control a quadrotor platform under motor fault. The resulting Fault
Tolerant Control (FTC) augmented law is expressed as:
u = un + uf (3.16)
where un is the nominal control input and uf is the fault compensating term. In this case,
un is the control input provided by the faulty quadrotor without any inherent compensating
term, as in Equations (3.9-3.11) and (3.12-3.14).




0, Nominal operation of motor
0 < Fi < 1, Partial loss of motor effectiveness
1, Total loss of motor effectiveness
(3.17)
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where Ωm and Ωd are the measured and desired rotor speeds, respectively.
The FTC is formulated based on the relationship between system inputs and rotor ve-
locities, shown in Equation (2.13). Therefore, by multiplying the fault magnitude scalars to











Kf Kf Kf Kf
−Kf 0 Kf 0
0 −Kf 0 Kf

















3.3 Sliding Mode Control Reachability Condition
To test the stability of the SMC for both the nominal case and operation during a fault, the






siṡi ≤ −ηi|si| (3.20)
where ηi is a strictly positive constant. Equation (3.20) states that the squared distance
to the surface si
2 decreases along all system trajectories [41]. In addition, Equation (3.20)
guarantees that the system states will reach the sliding surface in a finite time smaller than
|si(t = 0)|/ηi despite X(t = 0) 6= Xd(t = 0).
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3.3.1 Nominal SMC Stability and Gain Range
A Lyapunov energy function V is used to explore the attractiveness of the sliding surface





and taking the derivative of the candidate yields:
V̇ = siṡi (3.22)
To satisfy the sliding condition in Equation (3.20), the dynamic equations are introduced
to the analysis through ṡ.
V̇ = si(ciėi + (Ẍdi − Ẍi))
s(Ẍdi − f
′
i (X)−B′iunj − Γi + ciėi) ≤ −ηi|si| (3.23)
where unj are the components of control vector un where j = 2,3,4.
By introducing the control law expressed in Equation (3.6) to Equation (3.23), and
canceling out matching terms yields the following expression:
si(−Γi − kisgn(si)) ≤ −ηi|si| (3.24)
Given that the system uncertainties remain bounded such that |Γi| ≤ Fn, where Fn
is the upper bound components of the system uncertainties, equivalent to the respective
components of Γo. By stating that the discontinuous control gain range ki is the sum of the
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uncertainty upper bound Fn and the positive constant ηi, such that ki = Fn + ηi,
si(−Γi)− (Fn + ηi)|si| ≤ −ηi|si|
si(−Γi) ≤ Fn|si| (3.25)
the reachability condition of the SMC is concluded. Applying (3.25) across the attitude
states, the range of stable discontinuous control gains is determined such that:
ki ≥ Fn + ηi (3.26)
which ensures that the discontinuous control vector K of components ki meets the reach-
ability condition. For a control law with a saturation function, without loss of generality,
a similar Lyapunov methodology can be applied to determine the solution for K such that
the boundary layer Φi is attractive [41].
The equivalent control gain range dictates the speed of convergence to the sliding surface
upon the state trajectory entering the equivalent control regime. Thus, the equivalent control
range can be set depending on the desired performance by the control designer.
3.3.2 Compensated SMC Stability
For a faulty system, the control input represented in Equation (3.16) replaces the nominal
SMC input in Equation (3.23). In this case, the compensating term uf and its components
ufj are treated as a system input with an unknown disturbance but known bound.
si(Ẍdi − f
′
i (X)−B′iun − Γi + ciėi) ≤ −ηi|si|
si(−Γi − kfisgn(si)−B′iufj) ≤ −ηi|si| (3.27)
Similar to the nominal reachability proof, given that the system uncertainties remain
bounded such that |−Γi − B′iufj | ≤ Ffi , where Ffi is the upper bound of the faulty system
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uncertainties, incorporating Γo and the compensating term upper bound. By stating that
the fault discontinuous control gain range is the sum of fault uncertainty upper bound Ffi
and the positive constant ηi, such that kfi = Ffi + ηi,
si(−Γi −B′iufj)− (Ffi + ηi)|si| ≤ −ηi|si|
si(−Γi −B′iufj) ≤ Ffi |si| (3.28)
and the range of stable discontinuous gains for a faulty system is such that:
kfi ≥ Ffi + ηi (3.29)
which ensures that the discontinuous control vector Kf of components kfi meets the reach-
ability condition.
The maximum velocity output from the quadrotor’s motor is determined to be 1128.88
rad/s. The maximum fault magnitude assigned is 1, relating to a motor that has experienced
total failure, as shown in Equation (3.17). Thus, the upper bound of Ffi can be determined,
and an effective control gain range is obtained.
The stable gain range for the SMC under nominal and fault conditions are shown in Table
3.1. The control gain range of the PID position controller is determined based on empirical,
iterative tuning through PSO, and will be addressed in the next chapter.













kφ 0.214 60 36.16 60
kθ 0.214 60 36.16 60
kψ 8.7×10-4 60 23.84 60
cx 1 5 1 5
cy 1 5 1 5
cz 1 5 1 5
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Note that the lower gain bounds determined through Lyapunov represent a conservative
bound. Given practical application, it is unreasonable to believe that the lower bound
accounts for all unmodeled dynamics and parametric uncertainties. Therefore, the upper
gain bounds, as shown in Table 3.1, are chosen with those uncertainties in mind, in an effort
to curtail any dynamics that are not accounted for and unforeseen issues that may arise
during experimental development.
3.4 Controller Tuning through Particle Swarm Optimization Method
In order to tune the control gains of both the SMC and PID controllers, Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) is used [42]. Note that the stability of the PID controller is determined
empirically, with repeated tuning of the position controller through the Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) method. PSO seeks to minimize a cost function based on a set of given
parameters with assigned weights, which yield a set of optimized variables (i.e., tuned control
gains). Consecutive iterations of the PSO algorithm drive the optimization variable to a set
of gains that result in a minimum cost.
Compared to other optimization techniques, such as Genetic Algorithms (GA) or Gra-
dient Descent, PSO holds several advantages in addition to its simplicity, effectiveness, and
ease of implementation. PSO requires no a priori information regarding the optimization
variables or the search space selected by the user. This ease of restriction allows ease of
scalability and for the optimization of complex systems. PSO is also computationally light
and yields results of large-scale simulation in a timely manner.
The PSO algorithm is expressed as:
∆xi(k + 1) = W (k)∆xi(k) + P (k)r1(k)[Pb,i − xi(k)] +G(k)r2(k)[Gb − xi(k)]
xi(k + 1) = xi(k) + ∆xi(k + 1) (3.30)
where x, i, and k are the optimization variable, particle number, and time step, respectively.
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Pb,i and Gb represent the respective personal/particle and global best for each x associated
with minimum cost, where the personal best is obtained from each particle while the global
best is determined based on data of the collective swarm. W (k), P (k), and G(k) are the
user-determined inertial, personal, and global weights, respectively. To encourage particles
to randomize their search prior to convergence at the global best, r1 and r2 act as randomly
generated constants that are bounded such that 0 ≤ rp ≤ 1, where p = 1,2.
3.4.1 PSO Algorithm Initialization
To begin the tuning process, the total number of particles Ip and total time step Kc
must be assigned. Increasing both particle and time step improve the results of the tuning
process and provide a further optimized gain set, with the trade-off of increased computation
time. Weights for the PSO algorithm must also be selected appropriately so as to ensure
that particles are given ample opportunity to explore the search space and refine their own
personal best. Concurrently, the weights should allow the particles to converge to the best
global solution upon meeting the end condition for the algorithm. These weights may either
be assigned as constants or as functions of the time step k.





P (k) = 1−G(k) (3.32)




The PSO weighting functions are bounded during the tuning process such that G(k) ≥ 0,
P (k), W (k) ≥ 1. P (k) is chosen to be initially larger than G(k) in order to encourage
individual particles to pursue their own personal best. At the point where G(k) ≥ P (k), the
particles begin to converge towards the best solution within the overall search area. W (k)
further improves this behavior by initially starting at 1 and decreasing steadily as the time
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step increases. This improves the particles’ ability to probe the search space for solutions
early in the tuning process and encourages refinement of the personal best at the intersection
point of G(k) and W (k). In addition, W (k) also pushes particles to converge at the best
solution at the end of the optimization process. The behavior of PSO weights are shown in
Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: PSO weight function behavior with intersection points for Kc = 100
Tuning a large of amount of gains simultaneously, as in this case, can pose a problem.
Initial steps towards optimization were taken by separating the tuning process into two
stages. Initially, the SMC gains were tuned, as their bounds are well defined through the
conditions explored in Equation (3.26) and (3.29). As the PID gains are tuned empirically,
the set of stable gains obtained from the SMC tuning are initialized and held constant such
that the PSO algorithm sweeps only the range prescribed to the PID gains. This process is
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repeated iteratively with fine tuning various parameters and weights until a set of gains are
obtained that yield desired performance.
The PSO algorithm runs efficiently and quickly. However, due to the high computational
requirement of the analytical quadrotor model and control scheme, PSO is ”bottlenecked”
by the dynamic simulation. Methods of decreasing PSO run time in such scenarios and the
trade-off between computational time and effective tuning will be discussed in latter sections.
3.4.2 Optimization Variables, Cost Function, and Gain Ranges
The optimization variables are the attitude SMC discontinuous and equivalent control
gains, along with the position PID control gains. The optimization variable vector is defined
as x = [KpxKpy Kpz KixKiy Kiz KdxKdy Kdz kφ kθ kψ cφ cθ cψ]
T. A cost function is designed
based on the parameters that a user considers critical. Particularly for the performance
of the quadrotor platform, priority is placed on parameters related to reference tracking,
steady state error, speed of response, and control effort, as these parameters affect the
quadrotor’s stability, performance, and battery life. The parameters are obtained through a
unit sinusoidal and step signals as reference inputs applied to the dynamic model. Parameters
such as time constant τ , steady state error E, and step input control effort W are generated
through the unit step signal. Tracking error T and sine input control effort V are generated
through the unit sine signal. Such an application allows for the observance of different
parameters under system inputs of varying characteristics.
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The parameters used to construct the cost function are as follows,
τj,k = 0.632Xss













where j are the degrees of freedom of the quadrotor, specifically the attitude and position
states. The steady state value of the system response is represented as Xss. Note all param-
eters are always positive. Recall that the SMC and PID gain values are tuned separately.
The attitude states are initially tuned with a set of stable altitude gains, while all x and y
parameters are set to 0. As φ and θ are dependent on the position states, τ and E for φ
and θ are set to 0 during the tuning of position gains. In addition, if responses to the unit
step input do not settle such that the first derivative of the response is larger than that of a
prescribed threshold towards the end of the simulation, a large arbitrary value is assigned to
the parameters τ and E to reflect non-convergence within the run time. The value assigned
to τ and E under such a scenario is 100. In addition, for a second order response, τ is rep-
resentative of an estimate of the system response speed, rather than an accurate depiction
of the time constant.





(ατ ,jτj,k +αE,jEj,k +αT ,jTj,k +αW,jWj,k +αV ,jVj,k) (3.35)
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The assigned weights is defined as,
α = αnαw (3.36)
where an is the normalizing weight, and aw is the parameter weight. αw, can be manipulated
based on which parameter is to be given priority. Normalization is necessary in order to
ensure that parameters that inherently yield high values are not penalized against in the
cost function, and vice versa. To obtain the normalization weights, initially a matrix of ones
is used as the normalizing weight for the first PSO run. At the conclusion of each PSO run,
the normalizing weight is updated as,
αn = Psys (3.37)




























































With consecutive iterations, the variance in parameters become small, resulting in con-
sistent values assuming that PSO variables, gain bounds, and parameter weights all remain
unchanged. This also yields consistent normalizing weights after multiple iterations. How-




PSO TUNING PROCESS AND RESULTS
4.1 PSO Tuning Results
4.1.1 Attitude SMC Tuning
The SMC attitude controller gains are the first set to be tuned through PSO, and the set
of gains obtained from it will be referred to as SMC-0. To avoid the need for gain scheduling
or switching based on the status of the quadrotor, faulty system bounds are chosen as the
universal set of gains for the SMC as the nominal bounds fall within the fault bounds. This
allows for a simpler control design and implementation process, while ensuring that both
systems are rendered stable with a single gain set. A standard of Kc = 100 and Ip = 30 is
used for most tuning processes, which tests 3000 gain combinations within the defined range.
The assigned αw and αn for the states corresponding to attitude, after iterations, are:
αw =

10 20 50 1 1
10 20 50 1 1




1.615 2664.535 0.442 0.001 0.056
0.717 1580.028 0.904 0.001 0.073
1.234 19120.458 3.703 0.001 0.490
 (4.2)
Figure 4.1 shows the results of the tuning process and yields a set of gains that result
in the lowest cost, based on the cost function defined in Equation (3.35). The overall cost
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Figure 4.1: SMC Tuned Gains for ranges shown in Table 3.1 and weights of Equations (4.1)
and (4.2) [Kc= 100, Ipi= 30]
generated by the tuned set of gains is 38.0742. The propagation of the cost throughout
the tuning process in shown in Figure (4.2), with the minimum cost marked through the
diamond marker.
Figure 4.2: Propagation of cost for ranges shown in Table 3.1 and weights of Equations
(4.1) and (4.2) [Kc= 100, Ip= 30]
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The tuned SMC gains are tested using incipient (ramp) and Gaussian-like/sinusoidal
inputs to the attitude kinematics and dynamics. As such, signals are analogous to in-
flight maneuvers. Incipient signals cause a sudden change to the attitude states, and as the
quadrotor platform is designed to move with low velocities and as higher priority is given
towards tracking weight in Equation (4.1), the system cannot track the desired states very
accurately and significant overshoot is observed, as shown in Figure 4.3. However, the system
does reach steady state.
The Gaussian input is designed to mimic in-flight behavior and to test the tracking



















In the Gaussian case, the controller tracks within ±0.03 degrees, as shown in Figure
4.6. The comparison between incipient and Gaussian inputs in Figure 4.5 shows that the
controller has higher performance with slowly changing reference signals. Given that the
quadrotor platform is operating in a closed laboratory environment with limited space, the
assumption that command reference signals are slowly changing is reasonable.
As previously mentioned, PSO offers quick computation. However a bottleneck occurs
due to the quadrotor/control scheme simulation. A typical SMC attitude tuning takes ap-
proximately 6-7 hours using a medium-high end PC. However, computation time can signif-
icantly change based on the specification of the PC used. In this case, alternate PSO tuning
runs are examined to observe the effects of varying step and particle count. Specifically, the
prior set standard of Kc = 100 and Ip = 30 will be cross examined against other combinations
of step and particle count.
A tuning run with Kc = 10 and Ip = 100 takes about 1.5 to 2 hours, approximately
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Figure 4.3: Response of SMC attitude control with tuned gains for ramp inputs
Figure 4.4: Error of SMC attitude control with tuned gains for ramp inputs
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Figure 4.5: Response of SMC attitude control with tuned gains for Gaussian inputs
Figure 4.6: Error of SMC attitude control with tuned gains for Gaussian inputs
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3-5 times faster than the previous standard, and is henceforth referred to as “quick-tuned
SMC-1”. This approach seeks to increase the particle count to explore more of the search
space and attempt to “brute-force” a global solution within a constricted step count, and
can test 1000 gain combinations. Utilizing the aforementioned gain bounds for SMC attitude
tuning and the weights expressed in Equation (4.1) and (4.2), the set of gains obtained are
shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: SMC-1 Tuned Gains for ranges shown in Table 3.1 and weights of Equations
(4.1) and (4.2) [Kc= 10, Ip= 100]
Through visual inspection of Figure 4.1 and 4.7, it is observed that while utilizing more
particles can sample more of the search space, a constrained step count does not allow
particles enough steps to effectively refine their own personal bests and to converge at the
global best. This is observed in Figure 4.7, where particles are spread out over a range at
the final step count, comparatively to Figure 4.1, where a majority of the particles have
converged at the global best. This also generally causes overall cost for tuning processes
that converge to have a lower cost than those that do not.
To further analyze the behavior of PSO for varying particle and step count, another
identical tuning process is conducted to quick-tuned SMC-1, henceforth referred to as “quick-
tuned SMC-2”. Due to the randomized nature of PSO, it is rare that identical gain sets will
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Figure 4.8: SMC-2 Tuned Gains for ranges shown in Table 3.1 and weights of Equations
(4.1) and (4.2) [Kc= 10, Ip= 100]
be found consistently. However these gain sets will be in proximity to each other if allowed
to converge properly, which in this case it is not. The tuned gain sets for quick-tuned SMC-2
is shown in Figure 4.8, noting that they are quite different from SMC-1.
The performance of quick-tuned SMCs are examined using incipient and Gaussian-like
inputs. The performance is compared against the tuning run withKc=100 and Ip = 30, which
is considered the benchmark, by comparing the error generated by the ramp and Gaussian
responses, as shown in Figure 4.9 and 4.10. It can be observed that all gain sets perform
similarly, with SMC-1 exhibiting lower overshoot to SMC-0. In contrast, SMC-2 generates
more overshoot on occasion in comparison to SMC-0. The conclusion that is drawn from
this comparative study is while lowering the number of iterations and increasing particle
count is a valid method of quickly discerning a set of working gains, repeated iterations with
similar particle and step count will not generate values in close proximity. However, using
larger iterations allows for proper convergence, which will yield consistent results and ensure
minimum cost. Thus, a prudent method of approach would be to run an initial extensive
tuning process, with an acceptable number of steps and particles to establish a benchmark,
followed by quick tuning processes for minor adjustments.
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Figure 4.9: Comparative error between gain sets obtained through PSO for ramp input
Figure 4.10: Comparative error between gain sets obtained through PSO for Gaussian input
Table 4.1: Tuned Attitude SMC Gains
Gain φ θ ψ
k 41.75 45.44 43.61
c 2.8 3.06 1.88
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4.1.2 Position PID Tuning
The PID position gain tuning process utilizes PSO as well. By holding pre-tuned SMC control
gains constant, PSO tunes only the PID gains. Both set of gains can be tuned simultaneously,
however this increases the overall computation time of the tuning process, as the rotational
and translational kinematics and dynamics of the quadrotor platform must be simulated.
In addition, since the PID control stability is tested empirically, incorrect selection of the
PID bounds will cause the tuning process to fail at any given iteration; early or late in the
tuning process. Failures at early stages waste little time during tuning, and give a clear
indication of incorrect bounds. Failure in latter stages however are attributed as wasted
time commitment, despite indicating incorrect bounds. Given the increased computation
time and risk of failure, tuning all gains simultaneously was not considered unless definitive
gain bounds could be established. Thus, the conservative method of tuning presented in
this chapter was utilized to tune the control gains, as it provides effective gains in a timely
manner and has lower risk of tuning failure.
To begin a tuning process, a set of stable initial PID gains are determined and tested for
performance. Note the SMC gains, shown in Table 4.1. In this case, Table 4.2 shows the set
of initial gains tested for their performance.
Table 4.2: Initial PID Control Gains (Not tuned)
Gains x y z
Kp 5 5 5
Ki 0 0 1
Kd 2.5 2.5 2.5
Two general flight paths are simulated, without loss of generality, as a benchmark for
testing the combined SMC/PID controller, as shown in Equations (4.4) and (4.5). The
combined control scheme response using the flight paths expressed in Equations (4.4) and
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(4.5) with tuned SMC and initial PID gains are shown in Figure (4.11) and (4.13).
xd = 10cos(0.0625t)cos(0.125t)
yd = 10sin(0.0625t)cos(0.125t)
zd = 0.25t, zd ≤ 10m
φd = 0 (4.4)
xd = 0.25t, xd ≤ 10m
yd = 0.25t, yd ≤ 10m
zd = 0.25t, zd ≤ 10m
φd = 0 (4.5)
The initial PID control gains perform fairly well, with the SMC gains exhibiting excellent
tracking capabilities and transient convergence. However, position performance requires
some improvement, particularly tracking error and convergence during the transient stage.
Regardless, position states shows good convergence and regulation upon reaching steady
state. The error behavior of the position states are shown in Figure 4.12 and 4.14. Similar
to attitude gains, position gains provided an increase in tracking performance when the
reference signal rate of change is low. The objective of the PSO tuning is to obtain a
set of gains that provide improved tracking and convergence capabilities while maintaining
stability, without lowering the reference signal rate of change.
The initial PID gain range for tuning are selected to be in proximity of the initial gains in
Table 4.2, as the initial gains perform fairly well. The selected range for each set of gains are
shown in Table 4.3. These gain ranges can be refined to enclose upon a best solution based
on iterative tuning. Note that PID gains remain unchanged for nominal and fault cases.
Simulating 6-DOF quadrotor dynamics takes computationally longer than that with just
the attitude only counterpart. The tuning process for the PID control scheme using Kc =
100 and Ip = 30 takes approximately seven to eight hours. As seen during SMC tuning,
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Figure 4.11: Initial combined SMC/PID control scheme sinusoidal input using gains in
Table 4.1 and 4.2
Figure 4.12: Initial combined SMC/PID control scheme sinusoidal input ramp input
position error using gains in Table 4.1 and 4.2
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Figure 4.13: Initial combined SMC/PID control scheme ramp input using gains in Table
4.1 and 4.2
Figure 4.14: Initial combined SMC/PID control scheme position error using gains in Table
4.1 and 4.2
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Table 4.3: Initial gain range for position PID controller
Position Kp Ki Kd
x [3,6] [0.01,1] [1,3]
y [3,6] [0.01,1] [1,3]
z [3,6] [0.5,1] [1,3]
constraining step count while increasing particle count is a valid method of tuning and
obtaining working gains, despite not attaining total convergence of particles at the global
best and yielding slightly higher cost. In addition, unlike the SMC range, the uncertain
nature of the PID gain range throughout the tuning process requires a greater amount of
tuning runs to be performed in order to refine the gains. Thus, the standard for the position
tuning process will utilize Kc = 10 and Ip = 100 to quickly refine the PID gain range and
determine tuned gain values. This process takes approximately 2 hours.
The assigned αw and αn weights for the position states, after iterations are:
αw =

20 20 500 1 1
20 20 500 1 1




0.010 0.010 0.012 0.019 0.002
0.010 0.010 0.006 0.029 0.001
0.010 0.010 0.021 0.008 0.003
 (4.7)
Figure 4.15 shows the results of the tuning process for the PID position controller that
yielded the lowest cost, based on the cost function in Equation (3.35). Propagation of the
cost throughout the tuning process is shown in Figure 4.16, with the minimum cost marked.
The overall cost function generated by the tuned PID gain set is 2,423. Table 4.4 gives the
tuned gain values.
The 6-DOF quadrotor model is tested using the flight paths in Equations (4.4) and (4.5),
using tuned PID and SMC gains. The system response to the sinusoidal and incipient flight
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Figure 4.15: PID Tuned Gains for ranges shown in Table 4.3 and weights of Equations
(4.6) and (4.7) [Kc= 10, Ip= 100]. Top Row: PID gains for x-position, Middle Row: PID
gains for y-position, Bottom Row: PID gains for z-position
Figure 4.16: PID Propagation of cost for ranges shown in Table 4.3 and weights of
Equations (4.6) and (4.7) [Kc= 10, Ip= 100]. The lowest cost value is marked
paths are shown in Figure B.3 and B.5 in Appendix B, respectively. The position state error
is shown in Figure B.4 and B.6 for sinusoidal and incipient flight paths in Appendix B as
well. Note the z-position response exhibits degraded performance, with increased oscillation
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Table 4.4: PSO Tuned PID Gains
Gains x y z
Kp 5.86 0.96 2.43
Ki 4.07 0.12 1.96
Kd 4.14 0.54 1.61
and slower convergence, suggesting that redefining of gain ranges and retuning is necessary
for z-position gains. Similarly, y-position gains exhibit minor improvements to tracking
but show slower convergence, also suggesting a redefinition and retuning of gains. Major
improvement is seen in x-axis tracking, with the maximum tuned tracking error measured
at x̃ = 0.357m once convergence occurs in the sinusoidal flight. However, similar to y and
z position, x also experiences increased convergence time, but this is considered acceptable
given the improvement in tracking capabilities.
To refine the PID gains, new bounds are set based on the previous tuned set. The range
is selected based on the tuned gain set of the x-position PID controller, as it exhibited the
best performance. Kp gain bound is increased to decrease rise time, Ki is increased slightly
to eliminate any remaining steady state error, and Kd is also increased to counteract the
increased overshoot and settling time caused by the changes made to Kp and Ki. The new
bounds are shown in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Refined gain range for position PID controller
Position Kp Ki Kd
x [5,6] [0.75,1] [2,3]
y [5,6] [0.75,1] [2,3]
z [5,6] [0.75,1] [2,3]
The resulting PSO tuning run yields the PID gains and cost propagation shown in Figure
B.7 and B.8, as shown in Appendix B. The total cost for the gain set is 2,636. Table 4.6
gives the refined tuned gain values.
Applying the refined set of gains from Figure B.7 to the 6-DOF model with the sinusoidal
and incipient flight paths yields the response shown in Figure B.9 and B.11. Error of the
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Table 4.6: Refined PSO Tuned PID Gains
Gains x y z
Kp 5.85 0.9 2.52
Ki 5.06 0.94 2.37
Kd 5.26 0.97 2.32
position states is shown in Figures B.10 and B.12.
Figure 4.17: Position error comparison between initial, tuned, and refined PID controller
gain sets for flight path in Equation (4.4)
To compare the initial PID gains proposed in Table 4.2 against the tuned set Table 4.4
and the refined set Table 4.6, the error signal from both flight paths are compared.
Through examination of Figure 4.17 and 4.18, it can be observed that the refined PID
gain set provides an excellent balance between tracking, overshoot, and convergence across
all states. The trade off between performance to overall cost is justified to choose the refined
PID set compared to the tuned PID set. Thus, the refined PID gain set is chosen as the
best set of controller gains for the position PID controller. The final gain sets for the overall
control scheme is presented in Tables 4.7.
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Figure 4.18: Position error comparison between initial, tuned, and refined PID controller
gain sets for flight path in Equation (4.5)
Table 4.7: Tuned Control Scheme Gains
SMC Gains φ θ ψ
k 41.75 45.44 43.61
c 2.8 3.06 1.88
PID Gains x y z
Kp 5.85 0.9 2.52
Ki 5.06 0.94 2.37
Kd 5.26 0.97 2.32
4.2 Nominal Control Scheme Results
The nominal system is tested using the 6-DOF model of the quadrotor, in conjuction with
the flight path proposed in Equation (4.4) and gains from Table 4.7. The simulated flight
time is 300 seconds. The resulting response and flight path are shown in Figure 4.19 and 4.20,
respectively. Note that despite intial oscillations during deployment due to initial conditions,
the overall system shows high-performance transient convergence and tracking capabilities.
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Figure 4.19: Quadrotor response to flight path in Equation (4.4) using SMC/PID control
scheme
Figure 4.20: Quadrotor flight path under nominal conditions
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4.3 Fault Tolerant Control Scheme Results
The faulty system is tested under the same conditions as the nominal system. Injected
fault signals are modeled as incipient inputs to the motor, which continue to rise until a set
bound is reached. An example fault scenario is shown in Equation (4.8). The fault signal
can be replicated onto any motor. In this study, faults are assumed to occur in single or
non-adjacent rotors.
F2 = 10(t− 150), 0 ≤ |F2|
F4 = 10(t− 150), 0 ≤ |F4| (4.8)
The maximum tolerable fault for each motor is modeled as F1,2,3,4 = 1 to determine an
effective discontinuous gain range in Equation (3.29). However, in practice, for this study,
the system is not capable of withstanding a complete motor failure. This is due to various
factors, including but not limited to:
• the dynamic model in this study not taking into account the shift in alignment between
COM and COL.
• compensating algorithm assuming that the motors are capable of generating required
system input despite the motor experiencing fault.
• design limitations attributed to physical properties of the system.
Thus, iterative simulations of the faulty 6-DOF is utilized to determine maximum tolerable
fault by the quadrotor prior to experimental application.
Under faulty conditions, stability of the quadrotor platform is prioritized over tracking
capabilities in order to avoid catastrophic failure. In addition to stability, steady state error is
of concern as loss of motor effectiveness results in partial loss of control for a specific DOF,
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with particular attention given to attitude states as they are more susceptible to steady
state error. Therefore, to combat this, an integral term is introduced to the SMC control









where the integral gain I = diag([0.45, 0.45, 0.45]). The added integral terms allows for
system states to converge despite on board faults. This augmented scheme is referred to as
SMC-I.
Utilizing the SMC-I in a nominal situation continues to provide high-performance conver-
gence and tracking, albeit an increase in overshoot when apparent. However, the advantage
it provides during faulty cases makes the SMC-I an appropriate augmentation to the control
scheme. The nominal response and flight path of the SMC-I/PID is shown in Figure 4.21
and 4.22.
Through iterative simulations, the maximum tolerable fault for various fault scenarios
can be examined. Fault signals are injected into motor 2 and 4 on board the quadrotor.
Results obtained for incipient fault on board quadrotor actuators are presented in Table
4.8. SR represents single rotor performance loss scenario while TR represents twin rotor
performance loss scenario.
Table 4.8: Fault scenarios and max. tolerable fault magnitudes for different control schemes
Scenario Fault Type Fault SMC/PID Fault SMC-I/PID
1 SR (Motor 2) 0.43 0.44
2 Matching TR (Motors 2,4) 0.73 0.72
3 Maximum allowable fault on Motor 4 0.43,0.61 0.44,0.62
when Motor 2 experiences max. SR fault Fault ∆ = 0.18 Fault ∆ = 0.18
Minimum allowable fault on Motor 2 0.66,0.73 0.64,0.72
4 when Motor 4 experiences max. TR fault Fault ∆ = 0.07 Fault ∆ = 0.08
As seen in Table 4.8, both control schemes provide similar level of fault tolerance. The
bounds obtained through the iterative analysis can be implemented in testing both SMC
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Figure 4.21: Quadrotor response to flight path in Equation (4.4) using SMC-I/PID control
scheme
Figure 4.22: Quadrotor flight path under nominal conditions for SMC-I/PID control
scheme
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based and SMC-I based control schemes. Note that the fault magnitudes are interchangeable
between motors, and will yield similar, if not only slightly varying results (±0.05) for single
and non-adjacent fault cases when the higher fault magnitude is assigned to motor 1 or
motor 3. This is attributed to the variance in gains for control of states among the states
associated with attitude, with pitch being more properly tuned. The bounds determined
in Table 4.8 are used to determine a “crossover point” beyond which a quadrotor would be
classified as unfit to continue its flight. Adjacent rotor failure is not a topic of study for this
research, but was explored and is discussed in Appendix C.
To compare the performance of the SMC and SMC-I based control schemes, the incipient
fault signal in Equation (4.8) are introduced to the system based on the data presented in
Table 4.8. The chosen scenario to observe the responses of the system is scenario 2.
Figure 4.23: Quadrotor flight path under faulty conditions for SMC-I/PID control scheme
By examining Figure 4.23, it can be observed that SMC-I/PID control scheme indeed
does drive system states towards steady state, particularly for yaw, and maintains stability
despite injected performance loss. The SMC/PID control scheme also exhibits stability, but
cannot maintain steady state for ψ.
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As the control scheme has been proven effective for both nominal and faulty systems
through numerical simulation for matched actuator faults, the development of an exper-
imental platform is now discussed in the following section to seek validation on board a
physical platform. Similar flight paths and fault bounds determined through analysis in this
section will be used to study the efficacy of the quadrotor platform flown with the control
schemes developed in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OF QUADROTOR PLATFORM
Application of a custom control scheme requires a compliant quadrotor platform. Off-
the-shelf platforms cannot be modified easily in terms of both hardware and software, while
commercial platforms built for custom application are expensive and less versatile. Therefore,
an in-house quadrotor platform is custom designed and constructed using economical parts.
The design process behind the experimental platform is discussed explicitly in this chapter.
Figure 5.1: YMFC Auto Leveling Quadrotor Schematic [3]
The general schematic followed to develop the quadrotor platform was intially proposed
by Joop Brokking, who developed a PID self-leveling quadrotor platform. [3] The schematic
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for the quadrotor platform is shown in Figure 5.1. Modifications are made to the components
and layout shown in Figure 5.1, in addition to the flight code to develop a quadrotor platform
with the control scheme developed in this study. The completed quadrotor platform and its
core components is shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Completed quadrotor platform with radio controller
5.1 Flight Controller Components
5.1.1 Microcontroller
Prior iterations of quadrotor development at the UNH Advanced Controls Lab (ACL) have
utilized Arduino microcontrollers due to their versatility, simplicity, and modularity, specif-
ically the Arduino UNO board [43]. The UNO boasts a ATmega328P microcontroller and
multitude of pins with varying functions, and has performed well in past applications of
linear control methods, in addition to the control scheme proposed in this research. How-
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ever, implementation of the control strategy in conjunction with various sensors, navigation
module, and timing protocols to ensure proper operation of the control scheme pushes the
UNO beyond its operational capability. The UNO’s clock speed of 16 MHz is greatly taxed
upon application of the complete control scheme and required peripherals, and the UNO
cannot complete the control loop within the required loop time. Therefore, alternative mi-
crocontrollers are considered.
The Teensy USB (Universal Serial Bus) development board system is considered an
excellent upgraded alternative to the Arduino boards. Teensy boards are classified under
two categories: 8-bit and 32-bit. 8-bit variants (Teensy 2.0/Teensy++ 2.0) are on par with
the Arduino UNO board, with some improvements to the EEPROM (Electrically Erasable
Programmable Read-Only Memory) and RAM (Random Access Memory). However, 32-
bit variants (Teensy LC/3.2/3.5/3.6) offer significantly improved performance in terms of
clock speed, flash memory, RAM, and EEPROM, due to improved processors on board
the Teensy [4]. In addition, all Teensy boards have small profiles, allowing for small-scale
applications. A comparison of the specifications between the Ardunio UNO and various
Teensy boards is shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Comparison of microcontroller candidates
Specification Ardunio UNO Teensy 2.0 Teensy++ 2.0 Teensy 3.5 Teensy 3.6
Clock Speed 16 MHz 16 MHz 16 MHz 120 MHz 180 MHz
Operating Voltage 5V 5V 5V 3.3V 3.3V
5V tolerant
Flash Memory 32 KB 32 KB 128 KB 512 KB 1 MB
RAM Memory 2 KB 2 KB 8 KB 256 KB 256 KB
EEPROM 1 KB 1 KB 4 KB 4 KB 4 KB
Teensy 3.5 is the microcontroller of choice due to its high-performance specifications.
The 3.6 model is not chosen due to not being 5V compatible, despite offering better clock
speed than its 3.5 counterpart. 5V tolerance is necessary due to the power requirement of
various peripherals of the quadrotor platform. All Teensy board are compatible with Arduino
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libraries and include many peripherals included in the Ardunio boards, such as SPI, I2C,
PWM, serial port, etc [44].
Figure 5.3: Teensy 3.5 [4]
5.1.2 Attitude Sensor
Figure 5.4: Orientation of Axes of Sensitivity and Polarity of Rotation [5]
The MPU-6050 is a combined Microelectromechanical system (MEMS) consisting of a
3-axis accelerometer and 3-axis gyroscope. The MPU-6050 is used for tracking angular rates
of the quadrotor platform, which is utilized in a feedback loop in conjunction with the SMC
control scheme in order to stabilize quadrotor attitude. The MPU-6050 is mounted at a 45◦
angle on board the quadrotor chassis and axis direction/rotation polarity is corrected in the
flight code. The MPU-6050 z-axis is set orthogonal to the top plane of the quadrotor, while
x and y axes run along the arms of the quadrotor. This is done to ensure that the MPU-
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6050 axes and rotations are compliant with the quadrotor model shown in Figure 2.1. The
nominal orientation of the MPU-6050 prior to reorientation is shown in Figure 5.4. While
the MPU-6050 is a simple and easily integrable platform, the yaw readings drift over time
due to the numerical integration of attitude rates. As there is no corrective mechanism, such
as a magnetometer, the heading drift during flight is less than ideal.
To account for drift, the MPU-6050 is replaced with the Adafruit NXP Precision 9 DOF
IMU, comprising of the 3-axis FXAS21002C gyroscope and the 6-axis FXOS8700CQ linear
accelerometer and magnetometer. The IMU not only corrects for heading drift, but also
features sensor fusion and filtration capabilities to output attitude values. The IMU is
mounted in the exact fashion as the MPU-6050 on-board the quadrotor.
(a) FXAS21002C Axes Orientation/Polarities [45] (b) FXOS8700CQ Axes Orientation [46]
5.1.3 Indoor GPS Measurement System
Position state monitoring in an indoor setting is a challenging and often a costly endeavor.
Outdoor options are far more economical. However, field tests result in large margins of error
and low accuracy for effective position control without compensating measures. Furthermore,
exposure to environmental effects requires a robust control method, which restricts the effec-
tiveness of quadrotor platforms that lack such characteristics. Development of a controlled
indoor test area allows for safe testing of quadrotor flight systems in a closed, laboratory-like
setting where efficacy of controllers can be validated. To overcome the cost of commercial
vision-based systems, an economical stereo-vision system was explored in terms of its feasibil-
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ity as a vision-based position feedback system [15]. While accurate, the delay of the system
(a result of image processing) and the cost to improve the delay was significant enough to
arrest its use.
The Marvelmind Indoor Navigation System is an economical short-range indoor naviga-
tion system that utilizes ultrasonic and radio bands to determine the location of a mobile
beacon(s) [6]. The system is comprised of four stationary beacons, one mobile beacon, and
one modem/router. All components are outfitted with 165mm antennas for radio communi-
cation between elements. The basic components of the system are shown in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6: Base components of the Marvelmind Indoor Navigation System [6]
The modem is the nexus of the system, and is required to be active in order to employ
the Marvelmind system. The modem interfaces with a PC through USB, and allows for
interaction with the Marvelmind software. It is required to be placed within 100 meters of
stationary/mobile beacons, where permanent radio contact can be maintained [6].
The stationary beacons are mounted at rigid locations, typically walls or exterior of flight
cages. The optimal distance between beacons is set to be 30 meters for effective coverage
with a maximum distance of 50 meters. Beacons are capable of sending and receiving signals
until a map of the test space is generated, after which they are only capable of receiving the
ultrasonic signals from the mobile beacon. The overall network is capable of covering up to
1000 m2 with precision of ±2cm [6].
The mobile beacon, also known as the “hedgehog”, is an identical platform to the sta-
tionary beacon and are easily interchangeable. The system has a built-in IMU as well. The
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hedgehog is required to have an unobstructed line of sight towards at least 3 stationary
beacons for three dimensional data retrieval, in order to ensure nominal performance. The
data stream can be communicated to microcontrollers/PC through USB, UART (Universal
asynchronous receiver-transmitter), or Serial communication [6]. The mobile beacon without
an internal IMU initialized has a maximum update rate of 25Hz, which is subdivided based
on the number of mobile beacons active in the system. With the IMU active, the update
rate increases to maximum of 100Hz through sensor fusion between ultrasonic position data
and IMU data, given that the data be received directly from the mobile beacon [6].
5.2 Rotor and Fault Diagnostics Systems
5.2.1 Actuator System
Figure 5.7: BLDC utilized on board the quadrotor platform [7]
The motors utilized by the quadrotor platform are the Turnigy Multistar 980Kv 14-
Pole brushless DC motors(BLDC), shown in Figure 5.7. Each individual motor is capable
of generating a maximum rotor speed of 12,348rpm. In addition, 30A Electronic Speed
Controllers (ESC) are used in conjunction with an assortment of propellers. The components
are selected based on the overall physical parameters of the quadrotor platform, in order to
ensure effective flight.
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In lieu of estimation techniques, sensor-based solutions were sought after to determine
the level of faults experienced by the motors. Initial considerations were given to load cells,
which would provide data based on the thrust exerted by each motor. Equation (2.13) is







































The capacity to measure generated thrust is beneficial as it allows for monitoring of
both thrust and speed. This expands the types of faults that can be detected from motor
performance loss to propeller damage/loss. However, due to the cost of load cell units
that matched the desired criteria, alternate solutions to measure motor performance losses
were pursued. Two alternate sensing methods were investigated: Hall effect sensors and IR
sensors.
5.2.2 Fault Detection Mechanism
Hall Effect Sensor
Hall effect sensors are inexpensive devices used to determine the existence and magnitude
of a magnetic field. Upon detecting a magnetic field, the sensor outputs a voltage that is
proportional to said magnitude of the field. In order to determine the rotor speed of the
BLDC motors on board the quadrotors, Hall effect sensors were to be surgically integrated
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into an area right outside the stator such that the sensor can detect passes made by the
permanent magnet. Based on the number of poles associated with the particular BLDC, the
number of detections over a given time can be used to determine the rotor speed of a BLDC.
However, various design concerns (such as disassembling commercial BLDCs, available space
within the BLDC, and the fragile nature of available Hall effect sensors) restricted its use.
An alternate solution was to utilize commercial BLDCs with Hall effect sensors already
integrated. However those products were either too costly, too heavy, or did not meet the
required specification to be properly utilized with the quadrotor design.
IR Sensors
IR (Infrared) sensors operate via measuring the level of infrared light/radiation within its
area of measurement and outputs a corresponding voltage to signal the magnitude of infrared
signal it has detected. In this case, an IR sensor with an IR LED (light emitting diode) and
IR photo-transistor are used in conjunction to measure the rotor speed of the motors. The
IR LED casts infrared light while the photo-transistor captures any infrared light reflected
back by the object/area of interest. The area of interest must be reflective or brightly colored
to ensure the infrared light is reflected back, as dark/black surfaces absorb all waveforms.
Given the motor surface shown in Figure 5.7 is black, a reflective surface must be attached to
the exterior of the motor housing to ensure proper reflection of infrared light. The Adafruit
2349 Reflective IR Optical Sensor (shown in Figure 5.8) was chosen as the optimal device
for this application, given its overall effectiveness and modularity [8]. The objective is to
mount the sensor orthogonal and in close proximity to the motor housing (within 1 cm) on
the quadrotor arm. The platform is developed with assistance of Keith Nason of the UNH
QuadSat Team, with the integrated circuit shown in Figure 5.9.
The output of the 2349 optical sensor is in pulse form with varying frequencies correlat-
ing with the motor speed. To accurately determine rotor speed, the pulse frequencies are
converted to voltage through a Texas Instruments LM2907 Frequency to Voltage Converter,
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Figure 5.8: IR Optical Sensor [8]
which are then converted into rotor speed values. IR sensor accuracy is tuned by monitoring
rotor speed and adjusting the potentiometer accordingly. Conversion of frequency to voltage
allows for DC voltage to be samples instead of interrupts caused by pulses, placing less load
on a microcontroller and eliminating timing concerns with the flight code. An integrated
circuit was developed to house the 2349 and LM2097 in a concise form factor, such that the
sensor platform can be mounted effectively on the quadrotor arm. The overall methodology
is more advantageous compared to that of a Hall effect sensors/rotary encoders, as they do
not require disassembling BLDCs, and are more modular and economical to construct. A
detailed view of the circuit design in shown in Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.9: Integrated circuit for IR
The sensor platform is calibrated using the on board potentiometer. A motor with
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s
Figure 5.10: Detailed circuit layout for the motor speed sensor platform
reflective tape attached on the exterior is rotated with a pulse signal of 2000 µs, where speed
readings are taken using the IR sensor in addition to a handhold optical tachometer. The
optical tachometer reading is used as the baseline, and the potentiometer is adjusted such
that the sensor platform readout is approximately that of the optical tachometer. Matching
the measurements from the two sensors at a high rotor speed is an effective method to tune
the IR sensor platform, and the tuning carries over to lower rotor speeds as well.
Specific consideration is given to the choice of resistors and capacitors placed on board
the integrated circuit. The chosen impedances provide a compromise between the system
response time and signal ripple, particularly C3 as shown in Figure 5.10. Increasing C3
results in lower signal ripple while increasing the system response time, and vice versa. For
practical applications, a fast time constant is necessary for the system, however significant
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ripple can cause instability in the system. Therefore for this study, signal clarity is prioritized
to establish proof-of-concept for the fault tolerant control scheme. The system response time
is shown in Figure 5.11. In future studies, alternate sensors and/or filtering techniques can
be explored to measure motor speeds.
Figure 5.11: Response speed of the IR Sensor Suite (τ = 0.436s)
5.3 Generation of Desired Pulse Width from Control Scheme Output
In order to drive the actuator system at the desired speed, the output of SMC/PID con-
trollers must be accurately converted into pulse signals. To do so, the controller outputs are
converted to desired rotor speeds, as shown in Equation (5.1). To convert desired speed to
pulse signals, data points are mapped against each other. A “line of best fit” is generated
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using the data points and is employed in the flight program to generate ESC pulses. The fit
is expected to be linear barring any external influences.
Figure 5.12: Rotor speed and pulse signal mapped with a fifth-order polynomial fit for
10×4.5in propellers
Initial tests were carried out using a set of 10×4.5in propellers, where the data points are
fitted using a fifth-order polynomial, as shown in Figure 5.12. The fifth-order polynomial fit
to convert the rotor speed to pulse signal is:
µs = 2.309× 10−10Ω5i − 5.792× 10−7Ω4i + 0.000549Ω3i − 0.245Ω2i + 55.77Ωi − 3319 (5.2)
Applying the fit enables the quadrotor platform to operate under the discretion of the
control scheme. However, the nonlinear nature of the fit alludes to external dynamics that
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were not taken into account. Upon further examination of available data and physical ob-
servation, the propellers were found to flex upwards at higher rotor speeds. This phenomena
is attributed to the nonlinear nature of the fit shown in Figure 5.12 at rotor speeds higher
than 600 rad/s. To observe the effects propeller flex, the 10×4.5in propeller is tested against
a 9×4.7in and 8×4.5in propellers. The data points are obtained again and analyzed in a
comparative study.
Figure 5.13: Rotor speed and pulse signal fit comparison
Figure 5.13 shows the contrast between the 10×4.5in, 9×4.7in, and 8×4.5in with a
clear linearity exhibited between rotor speed and ESC pulse signals for the latter propellers.
Through observation, the 9×4.7in and 8×4.5in propellers are found to withstand any flexing
phenomena at higher rotor speeds. The fit enabling the conversion from rotor speed to ESC
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pulse signal for the 9×4.7in propeller is found to be:
µs = 1.215Ωi + 868.1 (5.3)
The linear fit for the 8×4.5in propeller is:
µs = 1.279Ωi + 774.9 (5.4)
All fits are tested with a quadrotor platform with matching propeller setups, with desir-
able results validating the effectiveness of each fit. Figure 5.14 shows the comparitive sizes
of each prop utilized.
Figure 5.14: Propellers utilized for quadrotor flight: (in descending order) 10×4.5in,
9×4.7in, and 8×4.5in
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5.4 Data Acquisition Module
Obtaining state data during flight is accomplished through the use of JY-MCU HC-06 Blue-
tooth Module, shown in Figure 5.15. The JY-MCU HC-06 connects the Teensy to an exter-
nal PC through bluetooth, where data is transmitted through serial communication. This
method allows for live streaming data pertaining to system states, compared to storing flight
data on-board the system which can only be accessed post-flight. The device also has an
effective range up to 9 meters, which is ideal for controlled indoor flight [9]. Data acquisition
while flying outdoors or in a larger enclosed area would require use of alternate communica-
tion modules, such as an XBee.
Figure 5.15: HC-06 Bluetooth Module [9]
Figure 5.16: Bluetooth module mounted on board the quadrotor platform
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5.5 Experimental Quadrotor Control System Schematic
The completed quadrotor flight schematic is presented in Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.17: Experimental Platform Control System Schematic
5.6 Application of Control Scheme
In applying the Sliding Mode Controller, quadrotor auto leveling capabilities is highest pri-
ority, as it was a significant progression to the linear control methods applied in legacy
quadrotor platforms. Primary components required for flight attitude control, aside from
the Teensy 3.5 microcontroller, is the 9 DOF IMU which provides the necessary attitude
feedback to ensure proper operation of the SMC controller. In conjunction with a radio
controller/receiver package for user controlled flight, an auto leveling quadrotor platform is
designed using the SMC controller proposed in Equation (3.8).
Accurate calibration of the magnetometer is required in the 9-DOF IMU in order to
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ensure minimal drift and fast signal convergence from any initial condition. To do so, the
magnetometer is calibrated to account for magnetic signatures present in both local and
background environment. This calibration is performed regularly such that the magnetome-
ter parameters are updated to account for any changes made to the quadrotor platform or
the test area vicinity. The calibration process itself requires the use of the MotionCal soft-
ware developed by PJRC, which provides the required magnetic parameters to accurately
calibrate the magnetometer [47] [48].
Figure 5.18: MotionCal Calibration
During the initialization process of the flight code, the accelerometer and gyroscope are
zeroed to the start position of the quadrotor. This process is completed by averaging two
thousand readings from the respective sensors to determine the offset required to “zero” the
angular rates, angular positions, and acceleration. Combined with the heading correction
applied by the magnetometer, the quadrotor platfrom attitude states converge to and remain
approximately at zero upon initialization, ensuring a controlled takeoff. Once airborne, the
pilot is able to control the attitude rates via radio controller to execute desired maneuvers.
For the attitude auto level case, the quadrotor altitude is controlled by the user by utilizing
the radio receiver to send pulses, denoted as µsthrottle to the quadrotor platform which are
then interpreted as desired heave force, as shown in Equation (5.5). The radio controller is
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restricted to a pulse range of 1000-2000 µs. Therefore, the maximum vertical thrust the user





For position control, the PID control scheme proposed in Equations (3.12)-(3.14) is ap-
plied to the quadrotor platform. The Marvelmind Indoor Navigation system is used as the
feedback sensor to control the position states. To do so, a mobile beacon is mounted on board
the quadrotor platform. Similar to the zeroing technique applied to the gyroscope and ac-
celerometer, the initial starting location of the quadrotor is set to zero through averaging
a large set of position data, and applying the offset to measured sensor data. The overall
Marvelmind system is monitored via an external PC using a dashboard which displays the
localized workspace, the location of the beacons, and the trajectory of the mobile beacon.
It was found that the Marvelmind system is not able to perform to the marketed spec-
ifications by the manufacturers. Persistent issues regarding low location update rate and
incorrect data readouts despite no obstructions in flight space made it difficult to achieve
Figure 5.19: Mobile beacon mounted on quadrotor platform
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effective control of the quadrotor platform. Manual testing to ensure the controllers engaged
as desired yielded validation, however consistent controlled flight using the position PID
control was not achieved. As the failures of the position control can be attributed to the
Marvelmind system, a high fidelity position feedback system is necessary to achieve posi-
tion control in the future. The Marvelmind system still can be utilized for object tracking
purposes. However, using it as the primary feedback sensor is ill-advised.
The Fault Tolerant Controller (FTC) is tested by injecting a simulated fault directly into
the pulse signals sent to the respective motor’s ESC. This directly translates to a consistent
rotor speed offset on the selected motor. The fault is triggered on or turned off by the user
using a radio controller input, allowing for observation of the quadrotor platform’s behavior
while transition between nominal and fault states. The fault magnitude is determined using
Equation (3.18), where the measured rotor speed is given by the IR sensor suite. Applica-
tion of the FTC on board the quadrotor platform is successful despite the lack of position
feedback, noting that such feedback would enhance the overall fault tolerant capabilities of
the platform. The experimental results obtained from the application of proposed control
schemes are shown in the subsequent chapter.
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6.1 Rotor Compatibility and Ease of Control Testing
Validation of the control scheme and quadrotor platform is discussed in this chapter. Recall
that the quadrotor is not autonomous and is flown using a radio controller. Thus, considera-
tions are given to ensure that the platform is intuitive and easy to control. Initial tests of the
applied SMC controller are performed to determine which propeller configuration among the
proposed 10×4.5in, 9×4.7in, and 8×4.5in is the most effective. In all cases, yaw rotation
is induced to introduce variation to the system for testing purposes. The gains utilized to
test the SMC controller are shown in Table 4.7. Note that chattering is present across all
cases despite the use of a saturation function, and can be attributed to large switching gains.
Oscillations about zero is also present predominantly in the pitch and roll responses, and this
is due to adjustment inputs made by the pilot in order to hold the position of the quadrotor
during flight.
The 10×4.5in propeller is the first to be test. The 10×4.5in propeller is optimal for
generating large amount of thrust and moments at low rotor speed, allowing for battery
conservation and longer flight time. However, as shown in Figure 5.13, the propeller’s con-
version fit is highly nonlinear and the propeller itself flexes at higher rotor speeds. During
flight, the quadrotor while stable, is difficult to control using the 10×4.5in propeller as well.
The response of the attitude states and the system inputs during the test flight are shown in
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2, respectively. The reference attitude angles are set to zero. Note
that since position control is not implemented, the pilot is responsible for coordinating the
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location of the quadrotor and in turn, the attitude rates. Therefore, the pitch and roll re-
sponses follow an oscillatory pattern as the pilot corrects for variations caused by chattering
and disturbances in order to maintain quadrotor location. This oscillatory behavior can be
observed across all pitch and roll responses for all propeller combinations.
Figure 6.1: Attitude Response of Quadrotor Platform with 10×4.5in Propeller
Similarly, the 9×4.7in and 8×4.5in propellers are tested to observe their effectiveness in
controlling the quadrotor and the ease of control for the pilot. Both propellers are effective
in controlling the quadrotor platform, with 8×4.5in propeller observed to be the easiest to
control by the pilot making it the propeller of choice. Notable disadvantage of the 8×4.5in
propeller is the increased power required from the motor and battery.
6.2 SMC Attitude Control and Fault Tolerance Testing
Utilizing the 8×4.5in and removing yaw rotation, the SMC attitude controller is tested
under nominal and fault conditions. Under nominal condition, the quadrotor is simply flown
and the overall response is observed. The objective is to achieve regulation about zero. As
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Figure 6.2: System Input of Quadrotor Platform with 10×4.5in Propeller
Figure 6.3: Attitude Response of Quadrotor Platform with 9×4.7in Propeller
shown in Figure 6.7, pitch and roll responses produce similar results to that of previous
tests. Yaw response is found to require little influence from the pilot and while responding
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Figure 6.4: System Input of Quadrotor Platform with 9×4.7in Propeller
appropriately to the initial condition, encounters steady state error of approximately -1◦.
The system inputs to the system are shown in Figure 6.8. Note that the chattering is still
pertinent across all nominal and faulty conditions.
It is important to note that due to mismatch between input and output of the rotors due
to a variety of factors, as shown in Figure 6.9. This can be improved with improved sensor
tuning and system parameters.
For fault cases, the compensating term combined with the SMC increases the overall
fault tolerance of the system. The addition of position control can further increase system
tolerance to faults. For fault tolerant testing, initial tests involved inducing faults mid flight.
However, the scope of such testing is restricted due to the overall test area available, as
shown in Figure 6.10. Given the constrained flight area and existing obstacles in the area
and that position control is yet to be implemented, ample space is required to safely test mid
flight faults for the safety of the quadrotor and pilot. However, limited testing is performed
to show effects of fault tolerant controller during a mid flight fault, with additional testing
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Figure 6.5: Attitude Response of Quadrotor Platform with 8×4.5in Propeller
Figure 6.6: System Input of Quadrotor Platform with 8×4.5in Propeller
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Figure 6.7: Nominal SMC Attitude Response of Quadrotor Platform
Figure 6.8: Nominal SMC Attitude System Input
with fault induced before takeoff.
A disturbance of -125µs is injected to the quadrotor mid flight on Motor 1. This causes
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Figure 6.9: Nominal SMC Nominal System Rotor Speed
Figure 6.10: Quadrotor Platform Test Area
the quadrotor platform to pitch forward and displacing it about the y-axis, causing forward
motion. The injected disturbance signal is shown in Figure 6.11. The fault is initiated at
35.12s. The corresponding attitude state responses are shown in Figure 6.12. The system
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inputs are shown in Figure 6.13.
Figure 6.11: Disturbance signal injected to Motor 1 mid flight
Figure 6.12: Single Fault SMC+FTC Attitude Response for Fault Mid Flight
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Figure 6.13: Single Fault SMC+FTC System Input for Fault Mid Flight
The compensation can be observed particularly in the pitch moment shown Figure 6.13.
Upon injection of the fault, the quadrotor pitches forward. To correct, a negative moment is
applied to the system such that the forward motion is negated and the quadrotor platform
attempts to hold a level position. Such transition between nominal and fault behavior cannot
be observed when the quadrotor takes off with fault injected, therefore this methodology is
effective to showcase the activation and effectiveness of the compensation control scheme.
Single motor fault case is studied by inducing a disturbance of -100µs into the Motor
1 ESC signal prior to takeoff which will induce a forward pitch and yaw motion on the
quadrotor platform. Application of the fault tolerant control in addition to user inputs from
the radio controller allow the quadrotor to remain fully functional despite suffering from on
board motor performance loss. The system response under the predefined fault is shown in
Figure 6.14. Once again, the pitch and roll responses behave similarly to prior cases, with
yaw experiencing minor steady state error (approximately -2◦).
The quadrotor under fault is well controllable using the radio controller. The forward
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Figure 6.14: Single Fault SMC+FTC Attitude Response of Quadrotor Platform
Figure 6.15: Single Fault SMC+FTC Attitude System Input
pitching motion induced by the fault is compensated for by the inherent control system, how-
ever minor variations in pitch and roll rate requires pilot intervention to maintain quadrotor
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Figure 6.16: Single Fault SMC+FTC System Rotor Speed
Figure 6.17: Single Fault SMC+FTC System Rotor Speed
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position, as previously discussed. Similar to the mid flight single fault case presented earlier,
the quadrotor produces negative pitch moment to counteract the forward motion induced
by the fault. The total fault magnitude propagation is shown in Figure 6.17. The overall
response shows that the system can be controlled despite on board faults. Testing with larger
disturbance signals is possible. However with the limited flight space currently available in
the test area, larger faults were not tested due to safety concerns for the platform and the
pilot.
Figure 6.18: Twin Fault SMC+FTC Attitude System Response
For a twin fault case, disturbances of -100µs are sent to Motor 1 and Motor 3. Such a
fault will induce forward pitch and yaw on board the quadrotor. The resulting flight is found
to be more controllable compared to the single fault scenario. The attitude state response is
shown in Figure 6.18. Once again, the system responses across the attitude states are similar
to the previous nominal and fault cases, with a yaw steady state error of approximately -2◦.
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Figure 6.19: Twin Fault SMC+FTC Attitude System Input
Figure 6.20: Twin Fault SMC+FTC System Rotor Speed
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Figure 6.21: Twin Fault SMC+FTC System Rotor Speed
Out of interest, the K gains for pitch and roll SMC controllers are reduced to observe if
chattering could lowered. Equivalent control gains c utilized in prior tests are kept the same.
Considerations are also given to increasing boundary layer size. However, for consistency, the
boundary layer is kept at unity. The gains are changed to kφ,θ = 30, noting that the chosen
gains are not within the determined gain bounds shown in Table 3.1. However, the controller
is only tested under nominal cases, therefore the control gains are acceptable. Through pilot
observation and attitude state response shown in Figure 6.22, it is noted that chattering is
significantly reduced compared to the nominal case presented in Figure 6.7.
Overall, through observation and obtained results, the designed quadrotor platform and
control scheme are deemed to perform satisfactorily. The control scheme utilized tuned gains
through PSO and managed to stabilize the quadrotor attitude states, albeit with some chat-
tering. Through testing, the appropriate propeller configuration is selected to enhance pilot
controllability and intuitiveness. The SMC control scheme is proven effective in controlling
the quadrotor under nominal and fault conditions, such that a pilot can retain control of
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Figure 6.22: Lowered chattering observed by lowering discontinuous control gains
the quadrotor within a limited flight space. The noise still pertinent in the rotor speed mea-
surements are noted, as this can askew fault magnitude values. Future considerations are
given to further testing and enhancing fault tolerant capabilities through improved position
feedback mechanisms, improve rotor monitoring systems, more robust control schemes, a
larger workspace, and design modifications.
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CHAPTER 7
PROOF OF CONCEPT APPLICATION: HOHMANN TRANSFER
To test the quadrotor’s validity as an Earth-based satellite test platform, the quadrotor
flight path is augmented to mimic typical orbital maneuvers. Due to constraints of the
quadrotor platform itself and the test environment, the types and complexities of orbital
maneuvers that can be reliably tested are limited. Therefore, the quadrotor flight path is
augmented to mimic a simple Hohmann transfer which will be used to simulate a closed-
trajectory orbital transfer burn typically utilzied by spacecrafts. This maneuver is used to
qualitatively evaluate various performance metrics, such as velocity changes and total energy
used during the transfer.
7.1 Brief Introduction to Hohmann Transfer Orbit
A Hohmann transfer is a type of elliptical orbital transfer utilized by spacecraft to transfer
between orbits of different radius that lie in the same plane. This results in the spacecraft ei-
ther climbing to a higher orbit or lowering itself closer to the orbital body. Hohmann transfers
are predominately utilized during circularization burns about the Earth’s orbit, but can also
be applied to escape trajectories for interplanetary travel. In addition, Hohmann transfers
can also be used to change the shape of an orbit within the same orbital plane. Compared to
other orbital maneuvers that can be utilized to reach the desired goal, the Hohmann trasnfer
consumes the lowest amount of energy to execute the maneuver. However, it can take more
time to complete the maneuver compared to other orbital transfers. Another advantage of
the Hohmann transfer is that it is capable of delivering maximum payload to the desired
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orbit given a set amount of fuel. Other orbital maneuvers, while faster in transition, can-
not be executed with similar payloads and often require lighter payload size/more powerful
rockets [49]. A standard circle-to-circle Hohmann transfer maneuver is shown in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Transition from a lower orbit (1) to a higher orbit (3), with a Hohmann
transfer (2) [10]
A circularization burn utilizing Hohmann transfer requires two velocity adjustments at
the periapsis of each orbit, as shown in Figure 7.1. The periapsis is the point of the orbit
that is closest to the body the object is orbiting. Burns used to raise the orbital height are
primarily performed at the periapsis, as this takes advantage of the Oberth effect. As the
spacecraft falls into the gravity well of the object about which it is orbiting, firing thrusters
to change the spacecraft’s ∆v at the point where the kinetic energy generated by the gravity
well is at maximum (periapsis) results in the most energy-efficient method of changing the
spacecraft’s ∆v. This results in an optimal method to increase the orbital height of a
spacecraft about the same plane. Executing such maneuvers outside of the periapsis to
achieve the same amount of ∆v requires more fuel and is not efficient.
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7.2 Mimicked Hohmann Transfer using Quadrotor Platforms
As an Earth-based satellite test platform, quadrotor platforms will mimic a Hohmann trans-
fer by maintaining a safe arbitrary altitude and execute the maneuver by moving along the
x-y plane. This is the case that is explored in this study, and a quadrotor path used to gen-
erate such a maneuver is shown in Figure 7.2. Similarly, other orbital maneuvers that also
occur within the same plane can be performed in a similar fashion, and would require main-
taining a specified position about a given axis while changing the remaining position states.
An example would be to simulate a polar orbit Hohmann transfer by locking movement along
the y-axis and changing z and x values.
Figure 7.2: Simulated Path for mimicked Hohmann transfer using quadrotor platform
dynamics
The generated velocity map for the mimicked Hohmann transfer and circularization burn
is shown in Figure 7.3. At the Hohmann trasnfer point, the velocity magnitude of the quadro-
tor platform is increased for both x and y such that the “orbit height” of the quadrotor can
be increased. Upon reaching the desired height, another increase in the velocity magnitude
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Figure 7.3: Velocity profiles of x and y components of the quadrotor during simulated
“orbital transfer”
Figure 7.4: ∆v profile of the quadrotor platform during simulated “orbital transfer”
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occurs at the simulated periapsis, such that a circularization burn can occur and the de-
sireed orbit can be reached. The magnitude of velocity change in x and y are attributed as
the required ∆v needed to perform similar maneuvers by a satellite platform of comparable
properties in space. The development of the ∆v throughout the maneuver is shown in Figure
7.4.
7.3 Feasability and Future of Multirotors as Satellite Test Platforms
With regards to the applicability of quadrotors and other multirotor platforms as Earth-based
satellite test beds, using mimicked orbital maneuvers and scalability factors, multirotor plat-
forms can provide information on a variety of parameters that are critical to spacecraft design
and mission planning while remaining an economical option. Specifically, for rapid testing
and proof-of-concept studies for spacecraft-based applications, multirotors along with desired
sensors can be used to study the efficacy of control systems, system optimization studies, and
hardware robustness, among many other parameters. With continued development of multi-
rotor platforms and refinement of potential applications, multirotors have great potential to
act as Earth-based satellite test platforms that are capable of 6 DOF motion, compared to
prior 3 DOF platforms [14] [13] [1] [12]. However, in the current state, quadrotor platforms
are only capable of mimicking orbital maneuvers that occur in a fixed plane. Simulation
of more complex maneuvers requires decoupling position and attitude states such that they
can be controlled independently.
Appropriate application and testing of this proof-of-concept study was not possible due to
limitations in the Marvelmind Indoor Navigation System. However, with the anticipation of a
more reliable position measurement and feedback system, quadrotor platforms can be utilized
as Earth-based satellite test platforms to study basic orbital maneuvers and potentially
constellation spacecraft missions. To further refine the feasibility of multirotor platforms
as satellite test beds, the development of an omnicopter is necessary, as it decouples the
attitude states from the position states by the means of additional thrusters. The ability to
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control each DOF independently allows omnicopter platforms to more closely mimic satellite
dynamics compared to quadrotor platforms, making omnicopters a sought after advancement
in the future.
Figure 7.5: Omni-directional multirotor platform, referred to as an Omnicopter [11]
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CHAPTER 8
FUTURE STUDY: NONLINEAR STATE OBSERVER DESIGN FOR
SENSOR FAULT
State observers are widely used to solve control theory problems where states of a system
cannot be measured but are still required for feedback. By using the measurements of the
inputs and outputs of the system, the observer is capable of providing an estimation of states
and various system parameters. This brief study was done as an initial probe into studying
the possible expansion of fault tolerant control techniques into system sensor faults.
The initial use of observers in this research was to determine system parameters, specif-
ically the magnitude of fault for each motor. Previous studies have utilized a myriad of
techniques for fault estimation on quadrotor actuators. Traditional application of an Ex-
tended Kalman Filter (EKF) is used for detection and diagnosis of motor performance loss
for actuators with fault reconstruction capability [24]. A Polynomial Observer (PO) is dis-
cussed in [23] to estimate fault magnitudes, which is segmented two observer methods: a
Luenberger observer (LO) and Free Mode observer (FMO). The Luenberger observer is used
to reconstruct and estimate system states while Free Mode observer reconstructs and es-
timates fault dynamics. More robust estimation methods utilize Sliding Mode Observer
(SMO), which provides finite time convergence of the estimator error dynamics in addition
to providing robustness to measurement noise [18] [50] [51].
While the use of an observer was much sought after as a method for fault magnitude
determination, a sensor based solution was developed in the case of the aforementioned IR
sensor platform. The latter method is deemed to be more feasible, easily integrated, quickly
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reproducible, and overall simpler comparatively to designing an observer. However, the use of
an observer is still acknowledged while considering the potential of future works, specifically
the study of actuator faults and the effects it will have on the quadrotor performance. In
addition, the IR sensor platform is not without limitations (signal ripple, speed of response,
etc.) and requires further innovation to be reliably applied. Therefore, a Thau observer,
proposed by [52], is developed and its efficacy is discussed in terms of it’s potential application
towards studying sensor fault.
8.1 Linear Luenberger Observer
Prior to discussing the Thau Observer, the design of a linear Luenberger observer is dis-
cussed as to provide some background into observer design. Given a linear continuous-time
system,
Ẋ = AX +Bu
Y = CX +Du (8.1)
where X is the system states, u is the system input, and Y is the system output. The system
feedthrough matrix is D is set to 0. Given the system model in Equation (8.1), a Luenberger
observer is used to correct for estimation error. The Luenberger observer is expressed as,
˙̂
X = AX̂ +Bu+ L(Y − CX̂) (8.2)
where X̂ is the estimated state value and L is the observer gain matrix. Given the observer
error is defined as eo = X - X̂, the error dynamics can be defined as:
ėo = (A− LC)eo (8.3)
The observer can be proven asymptotically stable given the matrix (A−LC) is a Hurwitz
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matrix. Thus, the gain L can be assigned such that the eigenvalues of the matrix (A− LC)
have a negative real part.
8.2 Design of a Thau Observer
Given the system dynamics presented in Equation (2.32), a slight modification is applied
to partition the state dynamics, such that the linear and nonlinear components are separated.
Thus, the quadrotor dynamics is rewritten as,
˙X(t) = AX(t) +H(X(t), u(t)) + Γ(X, u, t, Fd)
Y = CX(t) (8.4)
where A is the linear dynamics components, and H(X(t),u(t)) is a non-linear function that
comprises the nonlinear components. The following conditions must be met in order to
develop the observer:
1. the pair (C, A) is observable
2. the nonlinear term H(X(t),u(t)) must be continuously differentiable and locally Lips-
chitz with constant γ, i.e., ‖H(X1(t), u(t))−H(X2(t), u(t))‖ ≤ γ ‖X1 −X2‖
The Thau nonlinear observer can be designed in a similar manner used to develop the linear
observer in Equation (8.2). The observer structure is:
ˆ̇X = AX̂ + f(X̂) +B(X̂)u(t) + L(Y − Ŷ )
Ŷ = CX̂ (8.5)
The observer gain L is defined as,
L = P−1δ C
T (8.6)
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where the matrix Pδ is the solution to a Lyapunov equation,
ATPδ + PδA− CTC + δPδ = 0 (8.7)
where δ is a chosen positive parameter diagonal matrix that ensures Pδ ≥ 0.
The A matrix is defined as:
A =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(8.8)
Given full state feedback, such that C matrix is defined as an identity matrix, the ob-
servability of the system Q is determined such that the rank of Q is equivalent to rank n,











The rank of Q in Equation (8.9) is determined to be of rank = 12. Therefore, the system
is observable.
The solution to Equation (8.7) is given as,
Pδ =
CTC
AT + A+ δ
(8.10)
where δ is an identity matrix in this case. Solving for Pδ and applying to Equation (8.6)
yields an observer gain matrix:
L =

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

(8.11)
Given the set of gains expressed in Equation (8.11), applying the observer to compare
against the state response generated by the nominal control scheme from Equation (3.6), the
efficacy of chosen gains can be studied.
As seen in Figure 8.1, the estimation error across all states are significant and not all
estimates converge. The estimation error is shown in Figure 8.2. To ensure proper estimation
convergence and low error, the gain matrix presented in Equation (8.1) must be increased.
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Figure 8.1: Nominal Case Estimation Results
Figure 8.2: Estimation Error for System Response in Figure 8.1
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Through iterative simulations, the updated observer gain matrix is chosen to be:
L =

3000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 3000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 3000 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3000 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3000 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000

(8.12)
Applying the gains expressed in Equation (8.12), the resulting estimation response and
error are shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4, respectively. By increasing the gains for the observer,
the estimated states track the actual system states with increased accuracy. Note that since
observers are typically introduced to a system computationally, there are no limitations
increasing observer gains to high values (aside from computational processing). However,
doing so results in higher reliance on the state measurements to ensure that the states are
being estimated correctly. Thus, it becomes critical to ensure that sensors used to measure
states are of high accuracy.
The introduction of sensor or external noise to the system can reduce the efficacy of an
observer that is not robust against such disturbances. The validity of the designed Thau
observer can be tested further by inducing sensor noise profiles to the state measurements,
which is simulated through a band-limited white noise generator. The system estimation
response, estimation error, and noise profiles are given in Figures 8.5, 8.6, and 8.7, respec-
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Figure 8.3: Nominal Case Estimation Results Using Gains in Equation (8.12)
Figure 8.4: Nominal Case Estimation Error
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tively.
Through examination of the estimation error shown in Figure 8.6, it is seen that by
injecting noise to the system, the estimation error begins to drift. While this can pose a
problem with continued operation of the system using the designed Thau Observer, given the
limited operational time of the quadrotor platform, the given magnitude of drift is considered
to be of no consequence in observer application.
The designed Thau Observer performs fairly well as a preliminary case study for po-
tential application on board a quadrotor platform as a method to observe state variables,
with the intention of using other such observers in a sensor fault study in the future. The
primary advantage of the Thau observer is its mathematical simplicity, which would make it
straightforward in terms of implementation. However, its limitations come from its lack of
robustness, particularly to sensor noise and other external disturbances. In that case, other
methods such as Sliding Mode Observers (SMO) is a suitable replacement for the Thau
Observer, and should be considered for future studies due to its robustness properties.
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Figure 8.5: Nominal Case Estimation Error with Noise
Figure 8.6: Nomincal Case Estimation Error with Noise
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In this research, a control strategy for quadrotor platforms is developed in order to control
attitude and position states of the quadrotor. The control strategy is designed to control
and stabilize the quadrotor platform under nominal conditions and fault conditions. Fault
conditions in this study are attributed to loss of effectiveness of on board motors, quantified
as loss of rotor speed. The controller gain bounds are determined through a Lyapunov
analysis and tuned through a Particle Swarm Optimization approach.
The kinematic and dynamic model of the quadrotor is developed while accounting for
unstructured uncertainties. Particular considerations are given to unmodeled drag forces
experienced by the quadrotor during flight. Due to limitations on equipment available to
determine drag forces experimentally, a CAD model is utilized to determine the drag forces
and moments acting on the quadrotor platform. In addition, aerodynamic force and moment
constants relating rotor speed to system input are determined experimentally. Complement-
ing the quadrotor model with appropriate unstructured uncertainty bounds and experimen-
tally determined parameters improves the overall model of the quadrotor system. This is
particularly beneficial in terms of controller design.
A dual-loop control scheme is proposed to achieve 6-DOF control of the quadrotor plat-
form. A Sliding Mode Controller is used to control the attitude states while a PID controller
is utilized for position state control. The SMC gain bounds are determined using a Lyapunov
approach while the PID gain bounds are determined empirically during the tuning process.
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Particle Swarm Optimization is used to tune the control scheme gains using a cost function
comprised of parameters deemed critical by the control designer. The tuning process is di-
vided into two stages. SMC gains are tuned first such that the inner controller is stabilized
using an effective set of gains. The outer loop PID controller is tuned in an iterative process
until the required performance is achieved from the controllers. SMC and PID gains are
not tuned simultaneously as the empirical tuning nature of the PID control gains can cause
the PSO algorithm to fail. The uncertain nature of the failure point and the potential time
cost attributed to a failed tuning run makes the conservative divided tuning process more
attractive.
Experimental development of the quadrotor is performed meticulously to ensure the plat-
form is well suited such that the proposed control schemes can be applied while maintaining
economic practicality. A Teensy 3.5 is chosen as the microcontroller due to its high clock
speed. A 9-DOF IMU is chosen over that of a 6-DOF sensor package comprised of a ac-
celerometer and gyroscope, as the additional magnetometer on board the IMU allows for
signal drift correction. This allows for effective attitude control and auto leveling features to
be implemented. The Marvelmind Indoor Navigation System was to be utilized as the posi-
tion feedback sensor. However, severe limitations of the sensor ensured that the Marvelmind
system could not be reliably used for position control of the quadrotor platform.
To ensure accurate system inputs are sent to the rotor system, accurate conversion from
control input to rotor speed is established. Conversion from system input to rotor speed
is performed by utilizing the aerodynamic force and moment constants. Extracting the
required pulse signal to drive the motors at the necessary rotor speed, various data points
of rotor speed and ESC pulse signals are taken. The data sets are fit against each other to
determine a suitable conversion method between rotor speed and pulse signal. This method
is applied to rotor systems with 10×4.5in, 9×4.7in, and 8×4.5in propellers. All applied fits
are effective in nominal operation of the quadrotor, while the 10×4.5in failed at controlling
the quadrotor under fault. In addition, the 10×4.5in rotors are observed to flex at higher
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rotor speeds, which results in a fifth order polynomial fit, compared to the other propellers
having a linear relationship.
Fault tolerant control is applied using in-house fabricated IR sensor suites, which are
optimized for signal accuracy by sacrificing response time. While practical application would
require sensors with faster response time, the IR sensor suites are suitable to establish proof-
of-concept fault tolerant control. To induce a fault onto the system, a specified amount of
pulse signal is subtracted from the overall pulse signal being sent to a motor. This fault is
triggered by the pilot through the radio controller. Overall, the system remained controllable
with the applied fault. The maximum tolerable fault can be improved with position control
implemented.
Considerations are also given to utilizing multirotor platforms as Earth-based satellite
test platforms. Possible proof-of-concept of such an application using quadrotors to study
Hohmann and other orbital transfers that occur about the same plane. Due to the coupled
nature of quadrotor’s attitude and position, mimicking complex orbital maneuvers using
quadrotor platforms is not suggested. Thus, the development of multirotor platforms that
can control attitude and position independently is required.
9.2 Future Works
Future work is concentrated towards the development of autonomous multirotor platforms
for use in a variety of fields, such as path planning, swarm-based studies, and as previously
mentioned, acting as Earth-based satellite test platforms. Such works include:
• utilizing an effective position feedback method to apply multirotor position control.
Special considerations are given to vision-based system such as Vicon Motion Capture
System, which is also easily integrated with common tools such as Robot Operating
System (ROS) and MATLAB/Simulink. The Vicon system is more expensive than
the Marvelmind system. Alternatively, in-house motion capture systems have been
suggested, but require extensive refinement and additional work to be made viable [15].
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• investigations into managing complete rotor failure in quadrotor platforms. Variety of
approaches such as shifting the COM to match the COL or having actuators on gimbal
such that thrust vectors can be controlled are some possible approaches to solving
such a fault. In addition, sensor faults can also be explored using observer/estimation
techniques for added robustness of multirotor platforms.
• implementation of autonomy and path planning such that quadrotor platforms are
capable of independent decision making. Integration to quadrotor platforms requires
position feedback and additional sensor/communication suites to be fully effective.
Autonomy will also need to integrate additional functions such as obstacle detection
and avoidance among other features.
• development of omni-directional quadrotors to decouple position and attitude. Making
each DOF independently controllable allows for multirotor platforms to behave more
akin to satellite platforms in space, allowing for more complex maneuvers. With ap-
propriate scaling, such platforms can serve as economical alternatives to test satellite
control and formation algorithms.
The work done in this research has established a solid foundation upon which proposed
future studies can succeed. With a blueprint of effective and economical quadrotor design,
such platforms with the above control scheme can be assembled in rapid succession, which
allows additional agents for any swarm based studies. It also serves as a test platform for
any proposed controllers to be tested. With added developments to the current platform,
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APPENDIX A
AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND MOMENT CONSTANT DETERMINATION
DATA TABLES
Table A.1: 25lbf Load Cell Calibration for Kf


















Table A.2: 25lbf Load Cell Calibration for Km
Force (N) Motor 1 ( rad
s
) Motor 2 ( rad
s
) Motor 3 ( rad
s
) Motor 4 ( rad
s
)
0 0 0 0 0
1.2935 148.1575 156.3047 156.4932 152.7442
1.4372 155.6554 163.478 163.2476 160.4097
1.7910 172.0755 181.1861 183.6889 178.7357
2.1116 185.3644 96.915 198.5591 192.3702
2.4764 199.5225 211.6177 213.4398 207.6802
2.7528 209.3976 222.8018 222.9484 217.7333
3.2061 222.7599 240.3947 242.0492 235.2739
3.9800 239.3579 256.9194 260.2705 251.4112
4.0906 248.5209 268.1035 271.3603 262.6581
4.8866 271.9363 291.278 294.0217 285.2985
5.9037 295.9799 318.6413 319.6571 312.0649
6.7881 315.4997 340.1193 340.601 331.6684
7.7389 334.3073 362.3513 363.1053 353.9214
8.6676 351.7432 379.2321 382.6146 373.4411
Table A.3: 25lbf Load Cell Calibration for Kf and Km
Torque (N-m) Motor 1 ( rad
s
) Motor 2 ( rad
s
) Motor 3 ( rad
s
) Motor 4 ( rad
s
)
0 0 0 0 0
-0.0005 0 132.8894 0 130.3761
0.004473 0 180.851 0 176.8717
0.013915 0 216.6652 0 211.5339
0.026339 0 273.2138 0 267.7684
0.032550 0 291.1209 0 284.8377
0.038762 0 304.2109 0 297.823
0.046217 0 327.5634 0 318.8717
0.053671 0 353.0103 0 343.4808
0.063610 0 373.9542 0 363.587
0.079016 0 405.3702 0 397.3068
0.088458 0 423.0678 0 411.025
0.093427 0 437.205 0 427.2566
0.105851 0 457.9395 0 446.0014
0.133183 0 499.8274 0 486.3185
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APPENDIX B
GAIN TUNING COST PROPAGATIONS
Figure B.1: SMC-1 Propagation of cost for ranges shown in Table 3.1 and weights of
Equations (4.1) and (4.2) [Kc= 10, Ip= 100]
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Figure B.2: SMC-2 Propagation of cost for ranges shown in Table 3.1 and weights of
Equations (4.1) and (4.2) [Kc= 10, Ip= 100]
Figure B.3: Tuned combined SMC/PID control scheme response using gains in Table 4.1
and 4.4 and flight path in Equation (4.4)
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Figure B.4: Tuned combined SMC/PID control scheme error using gains in Table 4.1 and
4.4 and flight path in Equation (4.4)
Figure B.5: Tuned combined SMC/PID control scheme response using gains in Table 4.1
and 4.4 and flight path in Equation (4.5)
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Figure B.6: Tuned combined SMC/PID control scheme error using gains in Table 4.1 and
4.4 and flight path in Equation (4.5)
Figure B.7: Refined PID Tuned Gains for ranges shown in Table 4.5 and weights of
Equations (4.6) and (4.7) [Kc= 10, Ip= 100]
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Figure B.8: Refined PID Propagation of cost for ranges shown in Table 4.5 and weights of
Equations (4.6) and (4.7) [Kc= 10, Ip= 100]
Figure B.9: Tuned combined SMC/PID control scheme response using gains in Table 4.1
and 4.6 and flight path in Equation (4.4)
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Figure B.10: Tuned combined SMC/PID control scheme error using gains in Table 4.1 and
4.6 and flight path in Equation (4.4)
Figure B.11: Tuned combined SMC/PID control scheme response using gains in Table 4.1
and 4.6 and flight path in Equation (4.5)
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Figure B.12: Tuned combined SMC/PID control scheme error using gains in Table 4.1 and




For cases where motor faults occur in adjacent rotors, incipient fault inputs, represented in
Equation (4.8), are injected into faulty motors in a similar fashion to the single and non-
adjacent cases. Through iterative simulations, the maximum tolerable fault for adjacent
scenarios are determined.
Table C.1: Fault scenarios for adjacent twin rotor faults with SMC controller
F1 = 0.55 F2 = 0.43
F1 = 0.43 F2 = 0.49
F1 = 0.56 F4 = 0.43
F1 = 0.43 F4 = 0.49
F2 = 0.49 F3 = 0.43
F2 = 0.43 F3 = 0.55
F3 = 0.56 F4 = 0.43
F3 = 0.43 F4 = 0.49
Table C.2: Fault scenarios for adjacent twin rotor faults with SMC-I controller
F1 = 0.56 F2 = 0.44
F1 = 0.44 F2 = 0.5
F1 = 0.57 F4 = 0.44
F1 = 0.44 F4 = 0.5
F2 = 0.5 F3 = 0.44
F2 = 0.44 F3 = 0.56
F3 = 0.57 F4 = 0.44
F3 = 0.44 F4 = 0.5
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